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IETTLIt OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT oF TI1E INTFII1OR,

A BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
-11? althitigtiin, 1). C., July 10, 192 7.

SIR: The professional supervision of schools in rural communIties
is a matter of growing interest and importance in the nation-wide
efforts now being made for theii. improvement. Administrative
supervision of rural schools, general in nata.e, is old; instructional
supervision, special iri nature, having as it9 direct aim the improve-
ment of teaching techniquetki and the professional growth of teachers
in service is .new. Guidance in,perfect:ng supervisory practice is
among the-most essential of the various needs of officials responsible
for the efficiency of rural schools. This summary of th'e proceedings
of a conference.which I called at Raleigh, N1/4C., in December, 1920/
at the request of a committee of State and cOunty supervisors of thé,
Southeastern States contains.material which in my judgment is repre-
sentative of the most progressive ideals and practices of supervisors
in this tield of education. I believe it will be widely serviceible and
.of interest and inspiration tits all workers in the field of rural educa-
tion. I recommend its publication as a bulletin of the BUreau of

The SECRETARY OF THE TNTkRIOR.

JNo. J. Lain
Coinanivrioner.
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Introductory gatemen!.

This bulletin coniainwatstracts of addresses delivered at a to-day
conference of State aml comity rural-school ,superviors in the South,
eastern *States, called by .the United States Commissioner of .Edu Ca-
tion, at Raleigh, N. C. December 6 and 7, 1926. Abctract.i were
prepared from- manuscripts submitted by Che authors: in no case is
the address reproduced in complete form.

The second supervisory conference was called at the request of the
first supervisory conference, held in Nashville in December,-1925, for
the purpose of further developing certain phases of superyision a-
cussed atthat meeting, and to initiate additional. measures for the.
improvemént of supervision. . .

The conference 'was Attended by more thah 100 rural educatiolial
workers most ofrwhom are agagèd in State and comity 'supervision.

Stales, iepresented were Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida,
KentuckY, Louisiana, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Nürth Caro-
lina, Oklahoma, South Caplina, Texas, Tennessee, and Virginia.

'The United States Bureau of Ecloctition was --represented by tw`o
members of the staff of the divition.of rural education.

Tlie program presented at the conference was arranged eta Consider
the four- large problems indicated by the Roman fiumerals in the
table of contents; under each of these at- least one major paper. or
'addresi was présented, followed by free discussion from the floor.
The míture and content of 'the' program bear witness to the fact that
supeivisors have'recently made consideFable prOgress in bridging the
distance between modern educational theory and practice under actual
schoolroom conditions. This progress, as recorded in the present bul-
letin,.has been mainly in three directions: (1) AdalAing supervision

groUp differences aniong tetaelis and to conditiOns in larger rural
schools whose principalS are biginning,to share supervlsory'iesponai---

. ; (2) identifying rural supervision actively with modeis
research movements; (3) adjusting the curriculum in order better. to
Ai the instiuction offered in rural schools ta the life and nceds of
rural children.
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RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION.-

11P

L Problems Concerned with Efficiency.of Rural
. School Supervision

Adaptation of Supervision to Group Differences among Teachers

lobs= DAVIDSON

Director of likfflestary Eds4oation7 Elisabeth, if. J.

The function of supervision is the improjenient of instruction, the
encouragement of ¡ood work, And the constan limination of misap-
plied energy. Expert supervision renders a service to the teacher,
the pupils, and the community. It helps th teacher to a broader.
visioi of teaciling pro ems; it secures to t e children increasingly
bet;thf oppoitunities for normal growth; and it stimulates community
inter t by coordinating school and home activities in wholesome
ways.

Thñiim of the. supervigor is to preserve and enlarge personality.
She helps each teacher to gain control of teaching technique, desirable
skills, and usable knowledge; and to ¡arm such habits of -thinking,
feeling, and Abing as will result in desirable professionaL attitudes
and appreciations.

Conettisctive 84ervieion is a shared responsibility.--The supervisor
and teacher are coworkers 'on common

,
problems. Each stimulates

the other to best effort. Shared responsibility in the solution of
such problems as the following contributes to individual progress of
both: (1) Securing objective data which give insight into teachers'
msponsibilities along such lines ai ceimpilation and use of an age-
grade census avd statistics, the use of results of stAndard
test!, and determination of the causes of failure in first-grade read-

Setting up staiidardi for evaluating prcigress, and for
the selection,öf subject matter, methods, and class.organization, (8)
Evaluating various activitiwas they function from day to day, and
ia they affect standings witered upon pupil& rePorts and teachers'
Belf-rating card&
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2 RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

tntelligent participation of teachers and supervisory officers bk

the solution of these problems is a distinct aid in the improvement of
classroom instruction, upon which major supervisory emphasis should
be placed.

Educational philosophy as a guide in superv4iory activities.Our
conception of supervision has grown throtigh diagnosis of needs and
an increasing appreciation of Dewey's educational philosophy 18

interPreted by Kilpatrick and othetA in terms of " whole-hearted,
pt!rposeful acivity.': A sound educational theory based on this
philosophy is expressed in a number of books, but is .not yet to any
appreciable extent made over into rt-tality. Howéver, hopeful signs
of a scientific attitude among supervisors and teachers- awl some
attempts to apply modern educational 'philosophy to school situationi
are apparent. Our fundamental concern as supervisors should be to
jirovide learning and. teaching situations among teachers comparable
to those which i!e. Uelieve should function in the classroom. By
associiting accuracy of performance with pleasurable undertaking,
and by seaming learning situations in which problems naturally
ariSe, solutions for which are found through cooperative effort, we
shall make progress. Intelligent participation is the keynote in the
teacher's work with children and in the supervisor's work with
tekchers. The supervisor can not expect teachers to create a natural,
reisonable. social situation- calling for pupil partieipation union
she also creates it in her cont4ets with teacher:). The easier thing
for the suliervisor to do is to plan and assign the work and to build
up docility, creating an intellectual coma and fixing, habitf of mental
inertia in each teacjier. The difficult (and right) thing to do is to
organize the work and direct a train of thought so 'adroitly that
certain goals or objectives gro% 6ut of an expressed imed of the
group,*with the supervisor as a frittialy assistant and guldi working
out plans of procedure for their accomplishment. Right application
of educational theory, with less prescription and more participation,
challenges.teadlers and supervisor to adopt. the problem-solving atti:
tude, to grow in the ability to purpose and plan, to evaluate *subject

matter and method at their true value, to take criticisms good-huMor-
edly, to give suggestions cóurteously, and to. show consideration and
respect for the opinions of others.

Breakmitsett inherent in, cwtomary types f grouping teatelters
supervisory purposes.As an aid in diagnosis of teachersi needs
in enlisting their whole-hearted activity supervisors generally employ
some method of sectioning teachers into groups. Doing this on such
bases as those of grades or suMects taught, size .and location .of tie
btlildings, 6r geographical distiibution of schools, has long bete
common. The members of these teyhing groups 4ary in professiolial

ih preparation, in experience, and in possible accomplishment
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EFFICIENCY OF RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

The lecture method generally prevails, with some attempt to oganize
'small, *ore homogeneous groups within the larger ones. Un-
doubtedly smile types of work have been and may be nell done under
these circumstances. Moreover, the benefits that come to members
through personal nnd professional ielitionships are considerable,
apart from common iliterest in probleiiis discussed. There are weak-
nesses, however, frequently associated with grouping along such lines::
(1) Supervisors touch some teachers with the glowing heat, while
others iit out in the cold. (2) The instruction providid sailors of
mass teaching; it is difficult to provide adequately for teacher partici-
pation or for helping the meChanical teacher, the complacent.teacher,
and the beginning teacher, to grow to the ful1nei*3 of their powenc.
(3) The results fail to satisfy the conscientious supervisor who
knows that, could the latent power of any teacher be directed through
appropriate means, the return in satisfaction and skill would be more
than a hundredfokk Another kind of organization must he adopted
if supervision -is to. be well adapied to group differenceA among
teachers.

Advantages. of hornogeneoua grouping over traditional type.8:--
Just is the study of individual differences among children has re-
'salted ti better school adaptations to meet their needs and in homo-
geneous _grpuping affording better opportunity for 'growth of the
individual at his own pace, so a study of individual differences
among teachers is leading to honiogeneous grouping of teachers on
the. basis of variability in training aJd experience. A survey of the
personnel in any school system shows great variations omong teach-
ers in these respects. There are ^inexperienced teachers without
-profissional preparation, and those witb such preparation; among
experiencvd teacWers we find sorné who have failed to develop much
skill, or are rapidly losing skill once possessed; others who have
gaihèd considerable skill and are rapidly acquiring more and in ---
addition, supeiior, experimced teachers who are the joy of all .
friends and Akers of public educatfon. In the following paragraphs
*characteristics of these teaching-groups ate enumerated and some
of the' supervisory implications summarized.

Young teghera without profenioturl preparation.In some of our
%tits young people who have jqt graduated from high school (and
eyilh some who- hose ndt) are permitted to bekiii' teaciiing.:with.nts
ftrther prepara.tion. These teacher. the .cirt belore the' tiOrse"..
They knOw sOmething of children, not much ; ttut they knd* leei;
than nothink of the materials and .methods of instruttiom .1:31!per-
Tisirs to whom unprepared and inexperienCed -teachers art agstned
tktould study*them eaiefully and- attempt to find ii*.òcdrimpti rniing

for helping thezii., lEi so*e his-4110es they titily tbi'ottitniied .
into.groups under leadilishit intiiiitidtitiikehéiTiitii.
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4 RURAL SCHOOL BUPRRVIFON

can help give the necessary background and training. The 1196 of
such' a plan to supplement the usual supervisory activities is nit
gested, but at best it-is a palliative. Situations of tliis type shoul4
be prevented through the raising of certification requirements.

YOung teachers wit A- professional preparation..The standard
equipment of inexpeKienoed, professionally prepared teachers may
be thus summarized: They come to the school system armed will'
good habits of work, certain technical skills in lesson planning, and
in the teaching of such subjects as handwriting and silent and oral
reading; definite standards by which to- measure accomplishment of
children, of the teacher, of housekeeping, and the like; desirabk
attitudes toward work, associates, amid children; natural churacteria-
tics essential toNsuccetz in teaching, without, the possession of whick
they would have Wen eliminated during the process of preparation.

The abilitiesjust enumerated are emential, but much remains for
the supervisor to do. it is her responsibility to help young normal-
school graduates (1) approach all teaching problems in a scientific
spirit; (2) work intelligently to produce necessary changes in chi!.
dren. By placing emphasis upon the teaching act rather than up®

. the teacher, the supervisor aims to free the youAg teacher,from self-cOnsciousne; to lead her to observe and study chadreq in the spirit
of a laboratory worker who holds test tubes in which she has Wild
human elements and iirioits_Aimuli. Just the,iight proportioh of
each with just the right heat will produce' the desired result, S-R,
the bond. Sometimes the expeilment will fail, the color will %be graY
when it should be all gold, or the test tube will be shattered; but
that should na daer nor discourage the labortitory workeras
teacherfrom trying again, for the formuli is right. The super-
visor assists these young teachers to cnter attention where it should
be, on fulfilling the conditions of the experiment anTon its outcome.

Types of experienced teachers and their needs.(1) Experienced
teachers who have never attained much skill or who are rapidly
losing the skill they once possessed are a problem. For-some ream
tr other they have-approached or are rapidly approaching a, " dead
ensd," with little desire for professional improvement. In the teach-
ing profession there are comparatively few leads to higher positions,
administrative or supervisory, 'While tenure offers pafety without
noch eifort; therefore complacency tends to result in a certain per-
-centage Of taws. Teachers of this typo may be touied from their
lethargy through the onward sweep of all the others And through p
reawakened der4re to keep up with the :Procession.. ,Participation
small groups, acceptance of specific 'responsibilities, and vc9g.nitiop
of definite problems to be attacked by both teacher and supervises
4611 4ene131ly *rouse the pride .of.a teacher of this type and 1,e,10
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EFFICIENCY OF MJRAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION 5

(2) Many experienced teachers are rapidly acquiring more and
more skill through learniingio apply all that isiRst in their teaching

dieexperience to new 'situations. ' Theii practice' challenges .truth
of the view luntil recently universilly held) that all the teachiné
skill possible is achieved during the first four or \years of ex-
perience, for they are eager to grow .professionally as long ...E3 they.
teach. A supervisor's task includes that of inspiring teachers &mine
their lira, .few years iii the schoolroom tò attain skill; to desire ever
more skill, and to work for its attainment. An important supervisory
service is thus rendered in jviding all teadiers, so that the -develop-
ment of experience and skill will go hand in itand. .It is safe to say
that the percentage of developing experienced teachers in any school
system bears a (fired relation to the extent of the period during
which supervisiop of a high order has obtained, and that the mainte-
nance of the right attitude among teachers toward the necessit of
continuing their professional growth is,reioness a comparatively easy.
supervisory fesponsibility. provided they receive guidance of a high
order during their earlier years of teaching.

(3) Teachers with five or six years of experience, whose devotion
to the immediate task is unquestioned, often desire to specialize in
some paiticular field of education and exhibii an interest, in trying
to find the line of work to which they are best adaPteri. For such
'explorers" (to quote ,Doctor Ifamberger's approp iate word) , the
supervisor's task is to provide opportunities: (1) For iscussing with
them personal and professional equipment, and (2) or spreading
out before them the various fields of educational services such as rural,
kindergarten, elementary: junior' high school, measurementi, super-
sision, and administration. There should be constant sharpening of
purpose and of plans for the ft_iture in order that a wise decision may
be reached.

(4) ^As a result of much native teaching ability, experience, and
extended preparation, both preservice and inservice, some betome
master teadiers. Do they nee4 superkision ? Most assuredly. They
&serve the satisíactitin of approval of work' well done; /hey &need,
too, to feel the urge of experimentation, of. testing new inaterials
of instniction and new methods of work. Opportunity should be
provjded for creatits4 work, for qxercise of leade9hip, 'for service

rof many icinds. In addition, the sup'ervisor, as a salesmai of educa.
tional ideals, should bring to the notice of tiachers generally instances
of outstanding teaching success among master teachers, thus tending
to develop in every teacher prtilessioffal pilde in ttefraccomPlishment
of colleagues, aecompitni&l by conflAence that the work of any
teacher meritingipeciA recognition.will receive it..
Necestity of following a personnel surtey of Me tetuVijogh oks#

glith -4 suitable supervisory program.--4tranting .that 8uperilipor7
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RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

practices, as a whOle, shduld be based upon analytical knowkdge ot ;the characteristic% of .teachers similar to the personnel. survey :hp Idicated above, let us consider some adaptationskf supervision found 1useful in a particular situation; supplementing this with a brief
. discussion of twol adaptations (provision for q,Kperimental work &nil
for recognition of superior teachers) which the writer believes all
to play an increasirigly large part in the future of supervision.

.

Types Of supervision adapted to-iieeds of young, prepared tea&er8.In Elizabeth, N. J., to illustrate from the school system for
which the writer has considerable supervisorf responsibility, no
beginning teachers without preparation are employed. Their needs
will therefore receive no. further consideration during.the remainder
of this dikussion.

'rho Elizabeth program is based on the theory that a group of
young preparafteaches,'nweting frequently for demonstration teach.
ing, dikussion, and counsel during their probationary petiod, under
systeniatie, iritellignt leadership, will grow more in confidence and in
power to do professional 'work if they are not subjett to the restrain-
ing of experienced teaChers. Many difficulties have been

- 6.. prevented or overcome in Elizabeth as a result of the following
preventivé measures made uSe of over a period of twp or three years
by the superintendent, the supervisory staff,. and principals:

(1) Small meetings, ir; which teachers under supervisory guidance
aro helped to find and use materials of instructibn. At these meet-
ings teachers talk freely and informally concerning Such aspects Of
the situation conironting them, al: Disciplinary problems « icii" have
arisen; social and professional relationships in terms of their aring
upon the work of superintendent, supervisors,. principals, and teach-

. ers, and upon the school system as a whole; community probletir
'known through personal contacts; and selection and use of -school
equipment. Supervisory officers use -the opportunity presented to
render help along all these lines and to secure the interest of teachers
in first-hand study children and of general professional literature
relating to childhood.

(2) The meetirig of small teacher groups, under leaders chosenby the members. These groups meet for such purposes is discussiòn
and evaluation of Class teaching observed by the group, or.of datA&tined from books; the exchange by teachers of reading units,
lesson plans in reading, in history, and the like. ...t

. (8.) ..P,aired teacher activity, charaderized.by cooperation betweena teacher-leader and a teacher seeking help. The teacher-leader in
. each case helps her colleague to use the particular technique essential'
-to a specific apPlication Of the project method, or to discover- tik-
proCedure neceSsary to the formation of a specific 'habit, or tobetier use :of aii. appreciation lesson, and,the.like. ,.
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EFFICVCY OF RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

Super', adapted to experienced .teachers.Differentiation of
supervision for experienced teachers in Elizabeth functions chiefly
through the use of committees, Rase Audies, and cooperation in
teacher training. In the use of each of these, the needs ánd abilities
of experienced teaehelts who have failed to make good, of those who
are developing moat and mo-re skid, of explorers and of master
teachers, are kept in mind, and each one is assisted to participate to
the extent)of her poWers, and is made to feel the worth of her con-
tribution.- The aim is to provide as many opportunities as possiVe
by means of which a greater proportion of teachers may develop intO
superior teachers, and superior teachers may continue to develop
their potentiglities.

Committees organized under leadership of teacher, principal, or
supervisor, may work on such a projeckas course of stiMy construc-
tion, or the fulther interpretation of the course of study as it re-
lates to detailed subject matter and method. Theyymay study any
one phase of the activiOf children or of the school organization.
They may outline essentials of satisfactory rating cards for teachers,
or report cards for pupils. They may plan demonstration teaching
in which the, work is done by volunteer superior teachers or
principals.

The research work in local history, carried on by Elizabeth teachers
under committee managemeht, has as its specific aim the collecting of
data ,for the better interpretation of American life through a deeper
understanding of the homelands from which soimany of the children's
parents háve receLtly come, a type of hrstorical research particularly
appropriate in a community composed of many recent emigrants.

Supervisors in -other places may find it advisable to have history
committees Undertake research *ork similar to that done by teachers
in Baltimore County some years ago," who with their pupils collected
materials relating to local httory. As one of the' results Qf this
undertakffig, " Real Stories from Baltimore County History " was
published as a cooperative piece of work covering a period of five or
six years, which aroused much interest and afforded considerable
professional stimulation of a high type.

We are finding that the committee work of teachers along the aboveand other lines has great inherent possibilities in supervision.
Cyan 8tudie8.--Case studies offer a good opportunity for trainingprincipals and teachers in observation, analysis, and evaluation ofteaching. Through the use of such studies, assigned hy the supervi-

BOr or self-assigned, principals who are without preparation forsupervisipn learn to clarify their thinking, and improve their Practiceof the superyisory art. Useful as are case studies in improving téach-
ipg technique ey are even more valuable in improving the technique
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RURAL SCHOOL i3UPERVISION

of supervision whetlitr done by principal or general supervisor of
instruction. They put the problem in an impersonal fashion before
the teacher and the o'ne supervising, thus tending to develop a scien.
tific ittitude. Careful investigators in law and medicine have long
used the case method. We are finding it equally valuable in
education.

Surrior téacher8 as training teac1zer8.Certain teachers in the
ElizaBeth city school system act as training teachers in connection
with the State normal school. They have- special meetings with
supervisors for discussion of training problems and are released from
classrooms to spend from a day to three or more days at the normal.
school. For discussion of common problems small groups of teachers
are orga.nize4l in ,Ichool buildings having two or more training
teachers.

In several places where it is not now done, superior teachers might
render a similar service in the preparation of prospective teacher&
The teaching corps of any community rendering the service would
gain in return, through close contacts with young student teachers
and with the best that the teacher-preparing institutions have to offer,

An adaptation of the above plan, useful in counties remote from as
well as those adjacent to State normal schools, is one in which
arrangements ar6 made at regular intervals for a teacher to leave
her own class in charge of a pupil teacher in order to visit the class
of a coworker in the same building for- observation'of a unit of work
This type of paired-teacher activity should prove helpful wherever
pupils are trained, through daily participation in group activities, to
conduct class work for short periods independent of the regular

léacher; and teachers are helped to select the recitations which will
tend to stimulate greater skill on their part. In Elizabeth classroom
activities proceed as usual, even while tile principal holds a short
meeting with classroom teachers. Cooperative effort ,between strong
feachers on the one hand and inexperienced, or complacent, or dis-

couraged experienced teachers on the other aids in the solution of
many problems.

Experimental work.Attention is invited to two supervisory ad-
Avities destined to affect favorably the future of supervision: Ex-
perimental work, and recognition of teaching excellence. Experi-
mental work by superior teachers, whose interest in children and the
learning 'piocess warrants the expense of materials, time, and money
involved, should be undertaken in each school system, thus pro.

viding opportunity fort teachers who feel the challenge of unsolved
problems. Some experimental work. in a particular grade or sub.

'act or with a particular group of children, is possible praictically
everywhere, Experimental schools under private auspices have long
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EFFICIENCY OF RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

pointed the way. Their success in stimulating an open-min'cled, alert,
problem-solving atiitudk among teachers, challenges county and other
large rurtit systems to undertake something of the kind as a means
of growth for experienced, superior teachers, mid as an outlet for
their creative energy. Such schoòls would also prove extremely
valuable to the inexperienced teachers, who would thus have an
opportunity tò gain a more intelligent comprehension of the ap-
plication of modern educational theory..

All should be 'alert to recognize euperior teacher8.In addition
to developing quatlities of leadership in superior teacheis, recognition
should be accorded them. Among the forms such recogniiion may
take are the following: Honorary rewards, expressed in terms of
appreciation of work by students, citizens, or fellow workers; eco-
nomic rewards, characterized by additional bonuses to annual salary
inCrements, and the like; professional rewards, such as the granting
of opportunities to attend conventions', to visit other school systems,
or to serve on committees as representatives of schools; recreational
rewards, in which occasional leaves of absence with full pay, or
sabbatical year with half pay, allow the teacher to return to the
school system after an extended period of absence wiih reawakened
entrusiasm, increased physical vigor, mid a broader perspective.

Sumfm;iry.Group diffeiences among teachers are thus seen to be
more adequately met through, an organized 4 plan of cooperative
supervis:on in which superintendent, supervisor, principal, superior
teachers, other experienced teachers of varying grades of ability,
and beginning teachers all have-la part. The Dewey educational
philosophy, homogeneous teacher grouping, self-organized group
ictivities, exchange service, cOmmittee work, case Studies, rid ex-
periinental,work are among the factors in the prOcess. Cooperative
inpervision aims at individual progress as a goal, to be attained
through the shariiie of responsibilities. It does not Meair that the
supervisor is to .abdicate his place, and the teacher .is to run her
own little nook just to suit herself. It means that evéisy educational
worker concerned is to be held to account for better quality of
work. It means more and closer supervision than ever before, but of
a kind which will be desired by the teacher as a means of growth,
due to the fact that 'she is regarded as a coworker in the great t'ask
of improviig instruction.

We haVe taken long strides' in the past 20 years toward mù-
iiig a 'profession, but we need tó keep in mind aome of the
characteristics of a true profession. Fivedoni slid growth ire two of
them. tvery meliiber has a' voice and an opportunity to make an

contAbutiöii,'hoviever' greit or small it may be»tii the'
km. 'total df the tnith knÓWIitO the pistifessiot. " 'In. proportion *al it
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1.0 RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

.!s'Yhelps to promote the attainment of such professional characteivist*
supervision will coniinue tò vitalize the teaching body and to make
good its claims.

to
Adaptation of Supervision to ihe Needs of Superior Experienced,:

Teachers

MILDRED ENGLISH

Assistant SuperintenIield: Raleigh, N. C.

(In discussing the adaptation áf supervision to the needs of superior u-iiericiiced teachers, the speaker gave a. summary of reports from supervisorsin variouA Southeastern States, in response to a letter sent out by the Coin-missioner of Education ; follovkd by an account of the work carried on IIRaleigh to develop potentialities of superior teachers.)

Means Employed by Supervisors in the Southeastern Stales to Improve Their
Best Teachers

The followiupsummary of reports made by the supervisors (10
in all) , clas.sifies under 6 heads the meanS used to capitalizo the
potentialities of superior teachers: Standardized tests, curriculum
revision, demonstration teaching exercises, parti4atimi in teachers'
meetings, comniittee work, professional reading, and miscellaneous.
The- nature of the achievement , along each of these six lines is
indicated below:

Standardized te8t8.In county-wide use of standardizki tests,
superior teachers participated to a greater extent than, other teachers
in the administration and tabulation of results of testing and in the
formulation of remedial measureA.

.

Curriculum revision.A few teachers worked out a prokran)
free: others taught one subject thrimghout :the year wholly
by the problem method. Fellow teachers became iicquaintéd With
these procedures Orough the visitation of cltssrooms in which tlief
newer pf mirk could be observed.

0

DenwaRtration teaching exercises.Demonstration class exercises
were taught by superior teachers, observed by ..the te.aching.bodyi di
cussed by . the teacher observers, and used to. stimulAte i higher
standard of cla.% work. . ,

ParCkripuio7 iii, teadfdiero' meetinti8.Superior teaci4eqi, §electe4,0
discuss certain topics assigned by ihe supervisor because of proce4r/04#
Owy.e0, in, their clatisropms, participAted actiyely iii;teac4Ffe ifilfete

Spci pariticip,tip4 was §ubsti1u44 .44 pa4 ,f.pr the cAtfotiquIK
lectures 4y, prcifessiórua klyttwers., ,,,..., ¡:,
1,, Compitke work,---4Çonamtees, formed ..everwr ite44ieFhww4 op impr9yeruio 41 *aching. pi:1p, .94,r wujecti ;i¡ f k91:
VPP4 44.iftriòrq S9uh.4, .ANOtts,, PilpterYliKF# 144_, 4ibPte4 FP31,14t1mimeographed form to the general body of teac4ers.
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EFFICEBAY OF RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION hr

Professional' reacting.In some counties supervisors placed their
own professional books at the dispoial of superior teachers. They
advised further study with definite aims, and recommended : Summer
school attendance, helping teachers to select courses adapted to their
needs, and enrollment in extension courses or correspondence work
offered by State teachers colleges for this purpose.

Mi8cellaneou8.--Among seveial other means used by supervisors
were the following: (1) Collecting and distributing to the general
teaching body mimeographed copies of illustrations of excellent pro-
cedures observed by supeivisors in Classrooms, such tas those con-
nected with lesson assignments or drill devices, and lesson plans;
(2) designating rooms of superior teachers as those in which teachers
generally would be able to see good work; . 'I listing outstanding
qualities of superior teachers and recommending their promotion to
better positions; (4) requesting that superior teachers be given a
day for visitation in schools outside the county,. (5) assigning such
'teachers some responsibility for the selection of library books and
supplementary readers; (6) and suggesting that they put on pageants
necessitating above-average leadership ability .on'the part of the one
asked to assume responsibility.

Raleigh Supervisory Program

The assistant superintendent in charge of elementary instruction
and the elementary principals of the city of Raleigh are responsible
for the supervisory program.

The results of a time-distributimPstudy, made by the Raleigh de.-
mentary principals in the spring of 1925, emphasize the following:
Suitervision is the chief function of a principal; he should, thefefore,
find time for it and should initiate and carry on a pfinite progiam
for improving instruction in the school building/of which he is
the head.

Our principals accept this responsibility. They are free to call
on the assistant stiperintenderit for aid in case of need, and thus are
able to meet specific teitehin.g problems more easily, and to keep their
schools in line with the policies and standards adopted for the system
with their cooperation at the birftonthly meeting of _supervisor
and principals. The grOwth of our superior teachers professionally
during the past year is due in great measure to the cooperatiofi given
the supervisor by the principals in the use of the following as means
for such growth,: Visitation of classrooms followed by conferences;
raising standards of class work through use of key teachers ;Initiat-
ing, carrying on, and recording aqivity and project work; formation
of an elementary education council; appointment of committees and
veignment of work to them; and organization and use of a profes-
sional library.
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12 RURAL 80800L BITPERVt$ION

Visitation of classrooma.---The supervisor on arriving at the sdh601
learns from the principal what help he has lien able to give teachers,
the names of teachers who have requested any particular help, and of

I those who need help irrespective of whether or not they have re.
quested it. Following this conference principal and supervisor visit
the classroom together. A conference follows between each teacher
visited and the supervisor. Before leaving the building supervisor

Iand principal talk over class work. observed and individual C011-
ferences held.

Ralting standards of class work thrufg.h twe of key teachers.--11
supervisory program succeeds to the extent that it enlists the en-
thusiastic support of the teachers. This support depends in part ongiving representatives of the teaching body a share in the formation
of the program. These representatives in Raleigh are designated at
" key teacherp." A key teacher is assigned to each school and en-
couraged to use her own initiative, to leave the beaten pith through

Isnrecognizing a definite problem and worki to solve it, carrying out
an orexperiment, doing creative' work of so e kind.

Such a teacher, trained to see the possibilities of free activities, of
projects, and large units of work generally, can do much to bring
about a new viewpoint on the part of other teachers not prepared
along modern lines. /At first tbe key teacher goes ahead quietly and
no special attention is called to what she is doing. Pupils in rooms
in which 'work of the conventional type is carried on, hearing of
the new-type activities, ask their' teachers to allow them to engage
in similar,projects. goon a courageous teacher, feeling the need of
informing herself, asks the key teacher about the projects attracting
so much attention. She is told that the pupils will be glad to give
the information. Following the re`cital by the pupils, the key teacher
suggests lists cif helpful reference materials and offers to assist the
teacher asking aid to initiate a iiroject and carry it forward to com-
pletion. The leaven 'has begun to work.

The supervisor guides'and helps key teachers and pupils to find
and collect materials and to plan excursions growing out of the
activities. She keeps key teachers informed of developments along
lines in which they are working through preparation of bibliogra-
Phies. as needed, and the like.

Activity and project work.--Under the dfrection of Dr. Thomas
Alexander, of Teachers College, a *group of teachers and piincipals
cooliera,ting with the supervisor worked out a form for recording
outconies of activities or projects, This form serves as a guide.to
teachers workiang along this line for the first time. It calls for (1)
initial Indication and int4est; (2) materials .employed ; (3) devel=
opment; (4) outcomes in skills, knowledges, ideals, attitudes and
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RFPICIRNOY OF RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION 13

habits, and in the various school subjects; and (5) other projects
growing out of the activity.

Formation mid work of cottneaThe elementary. educational
council, or,ganized so that all teachers might keep in touch with the
activity and project work going on in the system, was formed as a
result of the interest, of the prry teachers. The council soon
included the entire elementary teaching force upon the request of the .

upper grade. teachem, who desired to keep informed as to the work
done in the early grades so as to utilize it to the best advantage.

The councif publishes a mimeographed bimonthly bulletin.. Each
issue reports briefly the various activities going on in the different
schools and gives a detailed account of one or more activities or
projects. A teacher-reporter in each school collects. news, persuades
teachers to write up activities; and sends in the material to the
executive board composed of officers whose members pass on the
materkil and send that selected for publication to the supervisor,
who assembles and edits the material for mimeographing. The execu-
tive board assembles the bulletin when completed and .distributes it
tò the schools.

The first yearbook of Ae..Raleigh Teachers' Council is ready
for distribution.' It cbnfains a 39-page bibliography of. activities
and projects by grades in the books and materials in the teachers'
professional library, with definite -page reference to save time of
indivkival teachers in looking up any of the various activities.

The cpuncil has recently enlarged its work through the appoint;
ment of sevexal committees. Some of the studies undertaken by
them are: Type of report given to primiry children, with sugges-
tions for improving on the present system; results obtained through
admiriistration of standardized tests in reading and problem solving
and through application of.. appropriate remedial measures; a- sug-
gestive list Of activities for each elementary-school grade; a report
of first steps in curriculum revision. The work in curriculum re-
vision, CArried on under the direction of Dr. Thomas Alexander, who
has met with the curriculum committees several times, is of especial
interest. During the first year teachers read widely in order _to
become acquainted with progress in curriculum. revision to date.
This reading created a desire to participate in the study. Last year
the different curriculum committeés formulated objectives in the
various sch4;ol s-ubjects. This year. the committees selected- specific
u.aits of subject matter to be taught in each grade, and made sugges-
tions as to materials, methods, and correlations to be used.

Membership of teachers on committees is voluntary, each teacher
electing a committee on which she wishes to work. Superior teach-
ers naturally assume leadership, but garticipation in committee serv-
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14 . RURAL SOITOÓL 8.17PERVISION

ice has been widespread among the Nacling body, and has remilteti
in increased interest in the reading of professional literature and
the newer type of school organization.

.

professional'Organization. of a profeaRional librarvA small
fibraq, open daily for the use of cu.rriculum and other committees,
has been iirovided at the high-sbhool building and is used by teachers
every afternoon in the week. As many as 20 teachers often use the
library on Monday afternoon, as the supervisor is at 'hand at that
time to asmist them in ¡hiding till ides of special interest.. A monthly
mimeographed list of- titles of current magazine articles, selected by
the supervisor for the use of teachers, is.posted in each school build-
ing and- sserves as a guide.. 1

Other mern8 employed.Of many other means employed, menti6n
may be made of encouraging teachers to write for publication and to
attend suMmer schools; and asking them to test and evaluate new
textbooks before their introduction into the school system.

Sumniary.The thought underlying all this work is that of mak-
ing leaders 'of superior teachers along definite linés of thought an&
experiment. By assisting them to discover new paths to success and
to cooPerate in research work our superior teachers have becomes
essential factors in the improvement of elementary teaching in
Raleigh.

Inkrdependence of Principal and Supervisor

PAULINE (YROUIIKIC

Rural School Supervisor, Mobile County, Ala.

Present-day rural-educational leaders are agreed Ls to the foilow-
ing: (1) The eleme;ntary Erincipal should be a professional lead!
with administration and supervision, not teaching, as his chief re-
sponsibility ; (2) the emergence of the principal as such a leador
does not eliminate the need for general supervisors; (3) close co.
operation between principals and supervisors. is necessary to avoid
waste and duplication of effort, .

This paper is written in agreement with the point of view just
expressed. .The writer believes there is great need of attaining a
clear view of the issues involved in the hecessary adjustment of the
work of supervisors and principals, and that to further this need st
brief risum6 of the studies already made in the field and a report
of the first-hand study recently carried on should be of assistance,
to all interested in about conditions favorable io: (1) Ef4
ficiency on the part of supervisors and principals in their respective
fields; and (2) full cooperation between principals and supervisorso.

A brief stow/Irk of present .00nditione.As supervisors are lati
entrants in the rural-school field and principals relieved of tepchirig
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EFFICIENOY OF RURAL SCHOOL 8U1ERV1BION . 15
Artstill more recent, studies made. during the past 10 years have

chiefly in relation to :yilitige and city-school conditio4 How.
ever, .conditions described are similar to thoEe at present obtaining
in rural schools, and may be considered typical of them, Conclusions
deduced from studies undertaken are: (1) A gap exists bkween edu-
catiönal'theory and present practices in many places in relation to
the duties of principals. Theory would assign supervision as a prin-
sipers. chief function. In practice his duties are chiefly administra-

'tive in the absence of teaching requirements; (2) supervisors and
principals have, to date, done little to determine*the #

limitations and
interrelations of the& respective fields; ) superintendents, teachers,
IchOOl board members, supervisors, and he general public frequently
attach little importance to the clutietrof rincipals.

If we accept the statements above as a formulátion of opinion so
far expressed, it is safe to say that principals relieved of teaching
should share with'gupetvisors the responsibilities along supervisory
lines. .

Nature of investigation conducted by writer.---To obtain a clear
view\ of present kactioes among principals and supervisors in- the
rural-school fieldra questionnaire was sent to 300 principals and
supervisors scattered thr.oughout the Southeastern and other States,
itsk.ng them: (1) To name types of activities occupying their-tiine;
(2) to name ways in which the principal helps the supervisor; (3)
to name way8 in which the supervisor helps the principal; (4) to
make a list of additional suggestions for principal-supervisor co-
operation. Fifty-nine replIes were received-32 from . principals,
27 from supervisors. They may be thus summarized

(1) In naming types of activities which engage their time princi-
pals and supervisors indicate that they do many of the same things,
includipg the following: Administrative duties, demonstrative
teacbing-exercises, observation of classroom instruction, holding of
individual and group conferences with teachers, administering,
checking, and iiterpreting tests, followed by remedial work, assist-
ing with experimentation, conferring with parents, inspectin¡ build-
ings and grounds, ordering and distributing supplies and equipment,
classifying pupils, helping weak teachers with methods and manage-
ment', assisting in parent-teacher association work, putting on health
44ndance ,and publicity campaigns, ind working with committees
op,curriculumAnd. other problems.

To. quote McClure:
/he opinion of teachers, the function .of the principal varies from tke

.menial service of errand boy to the high prerogatives of the Iptocrat ; the
public thinks of him -as the man whd sits In the officé; the pupil as " the guytiat licks the kids ; the Tien thit lias been taken by 8urIntenp1ith is that he
hytto follow directlops from,
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16 RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION
'OW

More progress has been made in develop:4 an exact idea of
'1

the nature of the supervisor's work. TO' quote Doctor Dunn:
InAtructional superrigion has- the large purpose of Improving the quality otinstruction, prhnarily by promoting the profemional growth of all .teeehem

*and secondarily and temporarily, by correcting deficiency of preliminarypreparation fur teaching by training of teachers in service.
BuPton and Barr, in their recent volume on supervision, state that

supervision is " coextensive with the range of things physical ud
spiritual which are primarily concerned with, bettering the con-ditions that surround 1earn:ng." They suggest the following as
influencing learning conditions: Skill of the teaChers, selection and
.oiganization of subject matter, selection and standardization of
materials of instruction, research and experimentlion, use of educa-
tional tests and measurements.

(2) Principals Rome a few important activities not included by
supervisors, such as feaehing regularly for absent teacher, or for
teacher that ig visiti.ng; directing work of janitors; attending to dis-
cupligary cases; enrolling and transferring pupils; answering tele-
phone; organizing and boosting clubs; supervising playgrounds. As
is evident, these activities do not represent the supervisory side (Idle
principal's work.'

8upervisors name a few activities not found among those given
by principals in their lists: Prepar: g bibliographies upon subjects
studied by pipi1s, preparing seat work, traveling from school to
school, distributing circulating libraries, and holding conferems
with principals.

(3) Both principals and supervisors include the following among
ways in which principals help supervisors: (1) Principals carry out
objectives selected for individual school and for systim as a whole;(2) they interpret supervisory *grams to teachers and patrons,
securing coop'eration of patt;ons for program; (8) they\ confer reli-
tive to bringing out weak points of individual teachers for the pur-
pose of improving and developing their teaching power; (4) they
help supervisors to become better acquainted with personnel of the
teaching force, call attention of supervisors toleachers that need help

*andlo those doing especially well; (5) they do follow-up work after
visits of supervisors, by seeing that teachers carry' .out sUpervisoryplans and suggestions; (6) they see that matirials of instruction
needed are at hand; (7) they assist with test programs, study results,
and use information gained in remedial viork; (8) they assist super-
visor with classroom supervision, with improving course of studyig

with compilation of records mid-reports.
(4) Ways in which supervisors help principals, as -named -by both

principals apd supervisors: Supervisors do much of the actua nupw
vision of ,classroom work; discuss with principals suggestions made
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BFFICIRNOY OF RURAL ¡WHOM BUYERVISION 17

to teachers; furnish them with copy of all matirials 'sea teachers;
ask them, through their principals' association, to aid in working out
specie problems ; help t8 keep principals informed of latest develop-
ments in the field of elementary .education, and of things of interest
in county and other school stem's; assist in organizatioi of schools
at opening; hold meetings .with . principals at which 'problems intro-
Awed by .principals are discussed; cooperate in classification of
pupils and in the recommendation of promotions; diagnose teaching
situations, and 'suggest to principals ways in which help can-be given

.t.o improve classroom instruction; encourage Work along some dfs-
tinctive line in each ichool; recognize the printipal of each building
as the professional and admigistrative head of the school.

(5) Suggestions relative to clarification and definition of duties of
supervisors and iirincipals, such -as holding conferences before the-
opening of school, and .more frequently during th school session;
preparation of principals in *elementary school mirk so that they may
be able to judge a *recitation and to know when progress is beink
made; more actual teaching on the part of the supervisc.or; more
active participation on the part* of the principal in planning the
prògram; willingness óf each to learn from the other; willingness
of supervisor to modify plans to niek needs of schOol to
prin-cipals full charge of test programs in schbols.

A summary. df replies and Oonclusions *indicates that rural prin-
cipals are becoming supervisory officers to a considerable extent;
that the supervisory duties of principals strengthen'the attainments
of the supervisor; that the assistanCe of the suprvisor broadens the
field of tha principal; that principals and superviscirs are alert to
the question of need of fUrther clarification of duties; that time free
for supervision on the part of principals is considered necessary (all
principals reported giving some time to supervisory duties, the
range extending from 10 to 85 per era) ; that piincipals ¡through
professional. study, assisting in testing and experiments, piiticipat-
ing in conferences With supirviscrs, and working with committees
are becoming gradually bettAr fitted for supervition.

Principals can do more than supervisors to help teachers interpret
courses 4-)f study and discontinue wrong practices. The principal,
as the person acquainted with local needs and intimately informed
of day-blv-day developments in the school system, is able immediately__
to study results with teaching-and plan- necessary remedial wotk.

Supeivisdrs free from building responsibiiities are indispensable
as consulting experts. Their contacts:with many teachers and prin-
cipals redound to the pnlargement of the vision of each principal
and teacher. .

As s4perVisors become; more and !flora experein learning to flori .

.titrough principals in such a way as to -expedite the realizatioii of
lø
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Is siTlitAL SCHOOL SUPERVIIIIAM

the common aim of both, the improvement of teaching, much mori
will be accomplished. To do this supervisors need, first of all, to dip
tinguish between the Impel.'visory technique essential (1) workiag
-with ttachers in one-room schools-; (2) woiking with teacher'''.
small central schools whose principals have no time free for super,

:vision; (3) working with teachers in large schools whose principals:
ire expected to supervise.

Supervisors' and principals need also to appreciate that inter&
penitence implies, first, ,that each principal has his own distinctive,
duties as truly 118 each supervisor; second, that principal and super-
visor working together should determine the policy by lofting of-
which they may contribute most effectively to their joint task.

Fundamental Issues Invoked in Adjusalini of the Work of
hors and PrMcipals

Pons
.4sa4desoi Borperixlendeal, Repides Perish, 1.4.

As early as 1917 educational diagnosticians began to turn the
searchlight of scientiOc inquiry upon the principalship, particularly
the elementary principalship. Since that time no branch of the pro-
femion has been diatrnosed, investigated; X-rayed,. searched. and
mearched more than has the principalship.- Candidates for doctors'
degrees have vied with university professors tin their eageiness to
expose shortcomings of principals.- Edubstional magazines, conven
tiorr prOceedings, and survey reports have repeatedly reflected pro-
femional .opinion.

The :verdict- has been on the whole unfavorable. The diagnos0-
(inns, weighing the principal in the professional ba!anct., have de-;
dared him winting.- He was found to be giiing a major portion of
tilt* to office mutinr., to 'odd jobs about the building, and to keeping
-the machinery of the school well oiled, a natural corequence of 'his
lack of vision, initiati.ve, and technical. training---4 wee indispenst-'
hie qualifications for professional leadership. Bobbitt sums up hill
view of the existing situation thus: "There .is a dearth of accepli4
ideas'as. to the specific things of professional character that prin..
cipala should do. It seems that we have relatively few clarified idiot
as to the nature and Mice of the Oincipil's work Within the systemn"'
Other prominent writers on4the siibject state that the shoitcomingi
of-principils are due mainly io the fact that most of them bare hid
no systematic training for their real job--supervisiim... One in;rdstiii
gatór asserts that the principal is often more in need of training lit
the technique of supervision .th!tn teachers are in the tedniqUe'Of
teachini. , -J.:
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IFFICTENCY 07 RURAL SCHOOL EMPRRVIBION

41 P,v9rsi ii profosionalieing the elemental* pcipdahip.As.
*result of the.publicity given to ionditions desiribed above, it was
-hoped that the principalship would experience a, profewional
maissafice. This hope has been measurably realized. Recent
pmfeimional literature andthe testiniony of educational leaders indi-
cate that much interest has -been aroutail, among elemehtary prin-
cipals in city school systems, in the stùtly of instrurtional problem.
The oiganization and type of work imdertaken by the National
`iNociation of Elementary Principals are anmitg thp hopeful indi-
cations. To date hide has been done- to determine to what degree
the movement to. professionalize the elementary principalship has
iffected the principals whose field of f;etwire is In rural education.

The situation. in Lottiaiana..--ne 17 parish mipervisors in Loui'si-
ana have devoted attention chiefly to *small rural schools. TheY
lave vehhini attempted to improve instruciion in school systems in
which elementary and high whool grades tire 'loused in 9ne buildink
under tbe jurisdiction of the 'same principal. Such vstems reOrint
the ,type commonly -found in the Slate outside of the two' bargee

E1.céj)t for occasional vis.laiions by members of the stair of the
State de¡ar.tment of education, principals of schools emphiyiiig' 10

more la'cileis
. 1 I

have ha& few supervisory visitòÑ. Naturally not
muck bas.-been generally known, by pa.rish -s-upètirisors as to 'the
ainount or tylie of asststance rendered by such pritkipats to teacie.ts
under their jurisdiction, except that dry 4re assigned little or .no
teaelOg h prder that they might, assume respottsibility for improve-
:Rent, of class woxkgegerallyr,

,

About a year ago State Superintendent Harris raised the, question
of. the efk4encsy 9f the high.schopl .prinCipal 4s a supervisory oker.
ut askqd adininistxative offi:cers t9 consider the fea&dbìlity of pIaning
4,program ikukilwo414: (1) Require high-school principals t4i devçO
lotirfifths, of thejr time .to,.te.aching; (2) delepte supervision of
,the larger weJi ali,of the FAn*Iler sohoots, to supervisprs.mployed

föri#is. purpose'. Tihe.pian contemplated no additiranal
the salaries of one or two cApable supervisors, ch:arged with

responsibility 'for itieveral scho9ls.- would be pai4 fropA the money
saved by the reduction in teaching (The ainipment of,:a
tese.hiqg los4 tp primipajs natprally,rduce num0er, of
.1gichera noected.) 1.Spiperipkenclent AgrriA ittated. as .4"rlasop fpr

thi4 que.stion ,that, few principt* ha. t.4!, technical, tf*ipg
And experiewie Ito ilL t4em ,for kvervisioP...
Jt To fla#4)14q1 9 4iona4,64opp,kaye:been wr.e409 gal.)? 9ot p

.1310 quPstion haim, plod .0 ,E4inpla0 prp4p* t9, .stu y
instructional problems, and to suggest to supervisors to give thought
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(20 RURiL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

to methods of adjusting work of supervisors and" piincipals.
this was the purpose the State superintendent's efforts .have met
with success: (1) Principals. have developed a more professional
attitude toward supervision and a number have become earnest
students of professional literature on this subject; (2) supervisors
have awakened to the need of studying how to work with and
through principals. The following account of what was done in one
parish to study issues involved in adjustment of the work of super-
visors aid principals is offered as an initial investigation in a field
deserving further detailed and extended study.

The levities Parish «tudy.After observation of considerable
class work and study of results obtained through the administration
of standardized tests, the súpervisor decided to study : (1) Qualifica-
tioris of principals; (2) their time distribution; and (3) supervisory
agencies employed by them. In order to ucertain necessary data,
the three questionnaires described ,.below were prepared and dis-'6
tributed.
641) Qualiflocitionif.The aim of the 'first questionnaire was to
ascertain the qualifictitions of principals of Rapides Parish for super-
visory work _in terms of training and experience. A summary Of,

.the.'replies recived follows:
Tile number of years spent in college ranged from 4 to .5y2 yeirS,

iVith an average.of 4.44. Eight princiPals are gradqatà of teachers'.
colleges; 4 are graduates of liberal arts colleges; all of the latter and
6 of the former have taken post-gractuate professional courses. To

'the questión, " Have yov had a College course within the pOst 5 years
in the supervision of classroom instruction? " ten i:eptied in the
affirmative. An average of one-half of them attend summer school
'evéry summei:

A

positions' rangédExperienCe in present liom 3 monthS:to 16 'years,
'with a filed of 41/2 years.' Previous experience as principal ranged,
fróm nozie to .16 years, with a median of 3 years. Five principals
had received in ihe parish part cir 'all. of their previous experience is
principal. The 'range of teaching experience, previous to promotion

-t4 the principalship, was from 1 to 12 Years, with a median of 5.
-years. This' information seems to warrant the conclusiOn that the
principals, from the 'viewpoint of yrofessional training and- experi-

.encé, are ijualified for supervisory work.
(2) 'Time principals are to betome efficient supei-

.irisoitt cif instruction, they mttSt be convinéfid.that.ppervision' is the
Inincipal's most imtioitaht job; that a duty réquiring tap tiff id
anti expert,knowledge, and that time !mist lae found fos It is a
niatiti*' of cOmmon 'obs#?rv4ion that 'the prilidipar often find§ it diffi-
'Olt to diittilititeliiiiekluitably among various professional dutles.
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EFFICIENCY2OF :RURAL 'SCHOOL SUPERVISION

The second questionnaire was tred to- ascertain the present status of
time appoitionment in the parish. The resultf are indicated in the

21

following table :

Time distribution, of 11 Rapidea Parish principals
[Distribution of time from 8.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. ns.]

Duties .

Clerical nd records
Administration_
Professional reading
Teaching
Supervision
Other duties

Highest
per oent

Lowest
per cent

Median
per cent

20
42
10
so
so
35

3
10
o
o

15
o

10
20
5

15-a
40
7

It will be noted that routine office work claimed from 3. to 26 per cent
of time. Detailed data show that 4 principals were above the 10
per cent median. The writer is convinced that no principal can
justify giving 20 per cent of his time to routine office work Work of
this type can be largely delegated to others. The principal can
usually find teachers among the corps willing to do routine office
work, and able to do it better than he can.'

Administrative duties claimed from 10 to 42 'per cent, with a
median ofy0 per cent which is not too high according to the opinion
of most authorities. Teaching ranged from no time devoted. to it
to 50 per cent, with a median of 15 per cent, or approximately an
hour a day. Cubberley, in the Portland Survey, states that a prin-
cipal should teadi 4 or 5 hours weekly. Three of our principals
te'ach two high-school classes per day, in addition to keeping study
hall. One principal teaches two 90-minute classes, totaling. 50 per
cent of a 6-bour day. No principal is in a position to do effective
supervisory work who is burdeiied with the amount of teaching
assigned several of these principals.

The time given to supervision ranged from 15 to 60 per cent, with
a median of 40 per cent. Teaching is not altogether.responsiblq, for
this low median, since one principal, who does no teaching, gives
25 per cent of his time to supe.rvision ; and another, who teaches oilly
1 hour daily, gives only 15 jer cent. Moreover, a principal who
teaches 27 per cent of the time devotes 48 per cent of the time to'.
classroom suRervisio.n. A- principal who &votes .only 15 per cent- tb
supervision states that " other duties" claim k) per cent of *his tiffie.

Results of the second questionnaire plainly indicate thai some
eipals need to evaluate supervision more highly, and that a number
need assistance in finding time for it, .

(3) Stipervi8o1'y .agende8.Rephes to the third questionnaire,&sigma

to obtain dita relifling to supervisory agencies; rev:ealed
the following: All the principals ,(12 in numbeir) made use' óf
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$2 I LAURgLe SCHOOL SUPERVISION i

ers' weetisw, visitatioh. of class ;work,: and staridardiped .tests;.4made. use of personal .conferencès with teachers; 9, held special 'pvtio
meetings; 5 provided for demonstration teaching exeMsesti- Tfiesi)results indkate that principals ire using the customary agencies..Other wurces of information were to thé éffect that several Orin-cipals appreciated their lack of expertness in the use of such agencies.Adoption of a 8uperv-i8o1y program:Having learned, through theuse of the survey, something of the weak places in instruction and ofthe instructional nieds of the parish, a supervisory program
constructed, setting up a number of definite objectives which would(1) tend to emphasize supervision as a major activity of principals,and (2) provide opportunity for the supervisor to assist principalsin the performance of 'this major activity.

The program included the following: (1) IMprovement of qn-struction in reading and arithmetic; (2) raising the standard dfinstruction generally, through careful planning of lessons; (3) better
use o-f supervisory agencies. In carrying out the fiist pint of 'theprogram it was 'decided : (1) To .work chiefly on improvementiii
teaching reading to beginners, and on proper siknt and oral reading
procedures in the middle and upper grades; .and (2) tö limit effortéto improve instruction in arithmetic to approved techniqUei in
problem solving. Use of Monr&..'s reasoning test had disclosedqhé
fact that pupils need to acquire a definite plan of ittita in solving
problems. 8.:To help bring about the Amount of improvement
in a stated time, definite prcicedures for the teaching of reading and
Arithmetic were formulated, and recommended as a guide to teachers.

As a guide to better preparation for teaching ¡content subjects1 the
assigiunent-study-recitation-test lesson recommended by the Stat
dePariment of education was adopted. By concentratinkietentNi
tOcen what' constitutes a good lesion plan, and by singling out th
assignment, the supervised study period, and the oral and 'writfeil
phaSe.1 of the recitation for *special study,' inteiest was arOused anaimg
teachers in being well preliared for each day's wink.

, Slippremehting these measures, the superviscirlectuiéd at -tevb4
dp'porthnity 'on lesson 'planning.; and later 'prepired the lecture iiicircular fiirm for diaribiltion among ,teichers. Illustritive lessoh. plans' 'weri3 prepared,'

,

mimeographed, afid distiibuted.. Tèach'efi'iveiè iniited tti. Send 'in samples of lekion plans Used by them, titi
mimeographed i

and sent to other teiciiers." We adopted theslogaii," I plan every lesson I teich," an."ffered a prize for the béfit Wok
Of lessbri plans. The effect óf these activities iii raising stFularili 61
classroom instruction has been most.sa1utary.1 go part of the 'tinip.its-
..iisói:37 :prograin lift8 taken bettek -With prinçiya4 tUan 14s tomsoxt. , i! . f: ' " 'tg ' .' . I ,11 ' ' '11,2
plaiùjlilg. It : 1
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'EFFICIENCY, OF BURAt1 gCHOOL SUPERVISION ?3

i.khprovernent of 8upervi1ory agencies. .Satisfactory cooperative
arrangements were made designed to iinprove teachers' meetins and
visitation of. class work.. The type of group teachers' meetipgs
eventuating may be citéd as a me-asure of the success of the arrange,
ments. Group meetings are usually held at centrally located high
schools where it is easy to assemble a gróup of from 15 to 30 teacbgrs.
Care is used in making programs, copies of which are se.nt to group
members a week or more in advance. Programs, which are built
around the major supervisory objectives for the year, usually include
the following: DeMonstration class exercises by the supervisor, or
by an expert in the particular teaching technique choseit for pres-
entation, followed by aiialyses of procedures used; informal kc--
tures by the supervisor ; round-table discussions led by a member of
the grpup; and the reading of carefully prepared articles by -teachers.
The aim has been to discuss.problemg and work out plans having a
direct and practical application to the year's work and tá recommend
use brteackers, during the weeks following the meeting, of the plans
formulated.

Classroom' visitation is a second supervisory agency in which the
supervisor has endeavored.to lead the wily by demonstrating to prin
cipals the value of -continuouK and.close 9bservation of teaching, fol.'
lowed by searching and exhaustive"- analysis of procedures and
.inethods observed. As a result, principals realize that the 10-minute
classroom visit is ii;ually a supervisory- makeshift and a waste of
time. As such, it is rapidly disappearing from the parish.

In planning effective classroom observation a principal arranges
'his daily schedule of visitations with the aim of determining instruc-
tional weaknesses in any subject taught in the school, and of ade-
quately following up the supervisory program thus set in motion,
An account of efforts in progress to improve elementary-grade in-
struction in oral and written language may serve to indicate typical
outcomes of classroom observation. The prindpal and supervisor in
each school began by olwervitig a language lesson from start to finish
in every elementary grade. Notes taken during each visit were
afterwards expanded into a typewritten report, and a copy sent the
principal and.to the teacher whose work had been observed. When
the language .work of all teachers had been observed, a. meeting was
held to discuss general weaknesses discovered. Teachers were led to
see that, in many cases, they, were working without clearly defined
objectives; Sets of objectives for oral and written languageinstruc-
tion, with suggestions as to subject matter and procedures well
adapted for..attaining the objectives, were worked out and mimeo-
graphed. A brief study was made of them in this tentative form,
with a view to improving their formulation or Of adding others. At
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RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

this stage of the work the supervisor withdrew from the project and
left principal and ,teachers to continue the work begun and to deter:
mine whether or not the objectives were attained. It was tigreed
that the principal should observe each teacher through one language
period per week, follow this -With a conference, and if necessary have
a weekly meeting of the group.

Concturkrn..Effective cooperation betwee'n principal, aTid superi
visors rests on the professional leadership of supervisors. Formula-
tion and adoption by the supervisor of a high type of supervisory
*program is the chief Means at his disposal for establishi'ng such lead-
ership and for convincing principals that instruction can be improved.

In such a program standardized tests play an important part,
Affording the most religible single means of instructional diagnosis.
They should be supplemented by observation of class and by
any other activities which will guard supervisor and principal against
half-baked.,conclusions based on hasty observation, inadèquate data,
or faulty technique in handling data'. The validity of conclusions is
gn important factor in establishing the -confidence of principals ia
the supervisory program.

Summary.Experience in Rapides Parish leads the writer to be-
lieve that persistent efforts to adjust the work of supervisors and
principals are attended, among other desirable outcomes, by the
following: (1) A more professional attitude on the part of prin-
cipals towara, and increased efficiency in,. Pie art of- supervision;
(2) development, on the part, of the supervisor, of a specific superf
visory technique which provides for using ,services of principals
in securing a greater degree . of improvement of .instraction in a
given time than would be nossible if the supervisor worked only with
teachers.
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IL Value of Research in the Solution of Supervisory
Problems a

Supervisors and Teachers-as Cooperator's in Research Studies
M. ILThAauic

Director, Buren* of ildmist4ona2 Research., thiversity of North Carotin;
.to

Research, defined as " careftil NI critical inquiry or examintion in
seeking facts or principles," can ziot be successfully conclucted in the
field of education without the cooperation of supervisors-and teachers.
Too frequently the Cooperation is of an official passive typeallowing
'the investigatoi to come in and interrupt the regular toutinê of school
work.

s
.

h.The 4ces sought in reseiirch may lie very simple iterni ábout 4
Ntiticular-child, more complex groups of items and types of situa-
tioris conne-Cted with members of a third-grade_ class, .or the still more

. complex, and *comprehensive data on which one maY bitse a general
principle of successful instruction: It is becoming increasitigly
evident that the, active, intelligent -cooperation of classroom teachersand sukrvisors is necessary to the success o Oucational rese.arch on
any of these leveMt.

:-
The development of educational.measurements illustrates the direc-tion in which the hrger jirogram of moderrLeiaucational research.must turn. Stanaard tests were first devised by persons interested in

gross differences between different adMinistrative situations. E ly
comparisons were between .a school here and one there, between ss

.results obtained then
-

and those obtained now, or between the methods
used hère 'arid tho=3e used there.. Textbooks in measurements ,em-
phasiz&1 statistical methods of comparing groups, and Ole teti,;ts -themselves tneasured great combinations of general abilities .ridkredges unde'r. such title4 as reading arithmetic composition., qr
liaiidwriting.

The reCent tiebds. in rneailur'àient are tow. aid detailed ,analyses. *9f,
1 I 1gpecifiC kelps (if skill *or kfiowledge.in iridividual pupils:

arid superviSórs are gettrn infOrestthd ih the sreStiltti'.4` these tests tsgpi05 tb etinciete éases;' di(;. the,,S1 "iii-
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of many tests given to the same- individual pupil, and in what ougfit
to be done for this individual pupil, when these facts and their
interrelitioitiships have been discovered. The academic and admin-
istrative test, givers are finding their -testing materials, and their
knowledge of ttie significance of the.0 results, inadequate for answer-
ing these questions of the instructionaj staff. There is a growing
kit)elief that we are about to witness the development of, a new
very vital science of education, growing directly out of the active
interest of teachers and supervisors in the application of research
tools and methods to the results of instruction.

The new science of education will be based on great collections of
individual case histories, collected by teachers and supervisois, with
perhaps some slight aid and cooperation from college professors and
administrative officgrs. The records niust be continuous and 'complete,.
covering every phase of thi.3 child's life and environment, -and they
iniist be acciiratelY recorded in as objective terms as it is possible to
devise. From a studtr of these records, ihowing what was avai44
at the beginning, what wis done, and what changes occurKed M 'tile
child at each stage, well-defined types or patterns rpay ultimatel7
become recognizable to' trained educational jiractitioners, and the
science of education maithen takelts place alongside thp sienco.of
medicine. For the patient collection of such complete case faiitories,,
teachers and supervisors are th only possible agents. Oilly throjah
their Cooperation in- research will this new and vital type (if educii;
tional science ever become possible.

Ye

Cooperative 'Research Work in a County School System

Mum E. BROODON

Supervisor of Rural Schools, Guilford Coyish', N. C.

Rural-school supervisors are confronted daily with pröblems.4
manding - solution. They are often compelled to solve them and

6
Ito diagnow situations without sufficidnt data for an intellignt in-..terprettition of conditiims. Such superficial pro'cedures fail:to' slit:-,

isfy supervisors, and are convincing them.. of the peed for resear0
. work in itiral schools if substantial progress ucation ,ip
.

'

to result.
"Possibility for resiarck in rural 8ctol8.--119 1.

question ari
it possible to carry on research work in .the rural-schooi el4,1
Perhaps not under somé existing conditions which offer seenii4ly
ifiiurmountable obstacles to the cOmpilation skrth-ljte .dita;
hoN6ver, in 'many modern rura1);school systems reserciii fastI cv ;(44ming imire and' inore po:Asible, ,ix,rii.d" failure to icarry 9.14 quit,,my1 ,t ) ,excusable.. the Mowing among* the: favoring situaii6ns "6b-
tainifig: Trained teachers, in consolidated schools, are teaching iv,
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Ati Wren: from remote sections. Scientific tests tInd- measttrements
have 'found- a- permanent pl4ce in rural pchools. This is making it
Aa§ibie to increase the .number and .types of _experiments' which can
be conducted, and to measure experiMents whose values have lietketi»
fore been left to subjective judgment. Principals of rural oonsoli-
dated schools 'are prepáring themselves to become supervisors as
well as administrators of elementary grades, and are interested in

-jficreasing the opportunities for research inherent in such schools.
The wofegsional leadership of thè supervisor is' beginning to bear

The' employment of trained tèachers, the use of standardited
.tests, the greater efficiency of principals and. Supervisors, inciease
ihe possibility and the obligation of cgrrying on systematicd.research.
In promoting a county-wide program the supervisor, in cooperation
with county superintendent, prinçipals, and teachers, should assign' a
jiefinite place to ésearch problems.

Coojmilation of teacher* in re8each invaluable.The supervisor
should enlist the interest of teachers in research, through helping
thtm to see (i) the opportunity it offers for growth by .creatiiig in
them "ail inquiiing mind and providing opportunities to test theories
'by practice in .the schlioltoom laboratory ; and (2) :the advantages
teachers póssess over psychologists, it!asniuch 14'.they wOrk in a more -
natitral sittiation;

-Winch .his expressed ihus the' vilue and need of research *by ,

teachers: ",Without the cooperation of teactier's thefe' will riéver
in any ippreciabre.bvne. a.scibncé of education. * * * If teachers
stand itsidé and'clo not help, they will only have_themselvies to thank
if. methods lire imposed upon them from thé results .of experiments
which they do not uriderstand -or- which 'are not reallY applicablee
t9 their work:and in ivhich they have. no sharé."

Typei of retreerch work to be. ta ---ideilaken.-..-The type of regeareh
'work u.ndertaken.shoilld be simple the lieginnfnk, 'and
rwi're detailed statistical data. Buckingham, in ." Research for
yeacIters," says, ``.1t is by no méins necessary thit you set Up .fortnal
.experiments involving control. groups in .order to serve cauSe
.of educaiion 'ius a research worker."

follow.ing are fairly' .typical problems adapted to research
4ildy : .(1) y'rogranCarrangilnent for *pupils belonging tò different

tal grouPi. Aiialysis of leirning,Int4òds of siiperior piils
) 4i egidò 404 of the classroom; the scheól, and the- ctiin4;

.'041r44 of rémedial measures rieéded; (4) Classificatibil
of piipps biif)3ec,ton .icientific ineasurenients." .419 Inftuelicél oestip04-
vised
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RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION
a

A few necessary oautions.---In initiating, planning, And promoting
a research program the supervisor should keep in mind -the
ing: -(1) Pupils, teacher, supervisor', and supeintendent should
have a common understanding óf the purposes of research wo#
undertakeh. (I) It is better to begin in a small wayto atteinpt
only that which the situation will justifyand work upward until
.many schoolrooms -become active laboratories. In the selection
of problems for study the value of the findings should be a deter*-

. ing factor. (4) T participating should keep an open mind until.
all data for the solu .11 of the problem are collected.. (5) Experi-
ments should be so planned that they will not be carried ofi at tht
expense of the children cooperating. (6) Principals and teachers in
any school system shmild be given the findings of all problems 'in
the solution of which they have coopertited.

knowledge of the-local situation necessary.The administration.
of even the simplest kind of reSearch program may seem impossible
to the Supervisor thinking in terms *of the total win of all the oda;

«against it. So it will be, unless she plans a program in keeping with
the educational level of the county, knows the educational status of
each school, the ability of each principal itild teacher 6; carry- to
completion projects qndePtaken,.and understands the *administrative
policies* of the county school board: Information along ',these,lines
will -help her to choose initial steps and to plan the gene.ral outlibe
for tbe program.

heifiarph in, Guilford Cóunty.L-The special: type of reséarch pro-,
gram known at first hand by-the writer is dependent in patt on the
use -of group:ceiter schools and the a'ssisiance of their principals.
On 'these schools the supervisor concentrates efforts to develop
Search

Is

vr;ork and hold teachers' meetings .at which 4iouli-Center
teachers -and those ftom neighboring oneLroiim schools have ati
opportunity to study and^ analyze. research pro'blems in' process of
solution:

Principals give direct assistance, and uSe .results in faculty
ings, in individual 'conferences, and through contacts* 'with Nicfiers
in *claSsrooms. The- supervisor, working* in close cdóperation. with
.iirincipals,. holds many -.conferences with each principal and itOles
classroom probleins with him in his ówn School. In. Addition the

a impervisof 'conducts a .prolessional shady cours'e"for the piincipali
section the county-ividé teachers' meéting held Once itkintli. BY
!leans of this .course

b the principals &and leads the* to clisciissLadC6niplishmaits
"of the ;rarious sch.oóls they iréent,.ito iinalyze restilis, ilia;
plant for continuing research activities. . .:1

Guilford Coufity prideijmai; frilth the" cooperatiinti
Tads an age-grade sttidy of their schools. They have tabulated and
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SOLUTION OP SUPERVISORY PROBLEMS 29
analyzed the causes for retardation, and are now working out re-
medial nietispres. In making both mid-term and final piomotions,
principals utilize teachers' marks, and me-ntal and educational tests.
In each school principal- and teachers give the tests, tabulate, and
interpret results. In the age-grkde itudy and in the promotiori pro-
grams the superiisor is consulted only when questions arise. When
there is any doubt concerning the ability of a- principal to cofiduct
the Ark efficiently the supervisor directl it more *closely.

Suminary.The ,supervisor who plint her program so as to co-
ordinate the efforts of all those working directly in the school F3ystem,
and ho keeps the program within the range of the ability f her
roworkers, can iuccessfully promote research work. 'Even t ough
the work attempted is of the simplest kind it is worth the time and
effort put into it, for it will eventually lead into more scientific work..
It is in fact only through reilearch ivork that a basis for the develop-
ment of niral education can toe obtained.

Supervisory Activities and Teacher Reactions

NANCY O. DEvgit8

Supervisor of Rockingham County, X. C.

This report reviews the findings of several recent investigitions
of supervisory activities and teacher peactions, anq summarizes their
significant contributions to the problem of the better adjustment of

:superyision *to actual school' needs. The investigations included
represent widely differentvsections of the country and differe4 edu-
cational conAitions. They are thus well adapted to give a picture of
present.supervisory practice and teacher evaluation.

A slay of nperti8ory activities in. Clevekmd.--Principal Selma
C00k1 undertook an investigation at the opening of school- in the
fall of 19(22. Forty-three teachers were requested to reply to several
questions asked for the purpose of determining tileii ideas of helpfUl
supervision. Below are given the four questions elicjting the most
hearty response from the teachers, followed in each case by a sum-
mary of the replies given by 20 per ckt or more of the teichers
participating.

Question. No. 1. List 10 qualitiep Nhich seem to you desirable in a
Supervisor, in the order of their i'mportance, naibing the most desir-
able first, and so on.

The qualities named by 20 per cent or more of the teachers were
helpfulness, sympathy, executive ability, pleasant manner, taut, ex-
peit judgment, and broadmindedness.
OMEN" vosiilb

iTenchers' Ideals of Helpful filuperrlelon, Cooli. Journal of Educational AdiniolstratiouBatt StiperrisIon, December, 1928.
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80 RURAL WHOM AJPSIWISION

Question No..2. List Ave qualities especially objectionable to ygin a supervisor.
.),r1

Only two of the .qualities named received one-fifth or more of the
votes; of %these, domineering received 25 votes; unjust criticism,
9 votes.

QuestiOn No. 3. List forms of help that a supervisor can render)
in the order of their importance.

All named constructive criticism. The other four forms of help
receiving votes of at least 20 per cent of the- teachers were 'teaching
model lessons, 'conferences, teaching by supervisor, and respecting
rights of others.

Question No. 4. List an innovation which _enables teachers to learn
more readily from experience of others.

More than one-half included group teachers' meetings and div
cumions..., Observation of ty.pe lessons in various phases of sitbjects
was the only other innovation receiving.as many as one-fifth of the
votes.

41

A study made in the University of California.---In DoctMeadisi
study, 18 students in a 1923 and 12 in 'a 1924 elementary education
seminar in the University of California cooperated. The 30 students,
all of whom were exiierienced teachers, supervisors, and principals,
were asked tó formulate and state- what . they considered as the
cardinal duties of a superVisor or elementary principal actin AS 1
supervisor.

The %lit-ions judgmenis expreswd.were sttidied and condensed into
six. The six were placed in alphabetical order, 'and eaea student was
asked to weigh, by storing one for the item he regarded as most im-
I;ortant, two for the next most important, etc. The following, in tbe
order given, represents the judgments of the 30 persons: To inspire
and lead; to improve'instruction; to improve curricula; .to evaluate
té.xtbook material ; to administer approved niental and educational
teats; to strengthen the teaching staff by selecting teachers, ratrng
them, and inspiring them to profewional and academic growth.:

study in- which oertain Indiana and Kamm teachers cooper.
ated.----Doctor Nutt,3 of Ohio Wesleyan Uiliversity, in his study
attempted in part to discover the attitude .of teacherS toward "gen-
eral" supervisors. He asked 231 teachers employed in Itammond
and, Whitney, Ind., and in Topeka, Kans., to state helpful things
which had been done in connection with their teaching by super-
visors; to state the things that had been .done that 'had not been"
helpful; and to state the things they would like to have had clone se
a .help to their teiching. Data obtained as a result of the ibovi

I The Supervisor's Job, Mead, Journal oi Educational Method, March, 1925.s Attitude of Teachers Toward Supervision, Ohio Eduestionitl ROsaarcb BuilOtintMilt 1924.
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SOLUTIONt .010 SUPNIMIHORY ¡PROT ilia 31
tinny be thus summarized: Thirty-three items Made up the

list bf helpfu! thingS. The four mist helpful things (receiving 20
pret cent.or niore Òf thp votes), listed in the order of their frequency,
*Rh the percentage of teachers naming each item, were: Encourage7
ment,-sympathy, and favorable vommerits, 48 per cent; helpful and
alnablò. suggestions, 39 pep cent ; friendly and helpful constructive

(ritieism, 31 per ivnt; cooperation, 20 per'.cent.
The teachers repling to ".things not 'helpful " named in all 14

items. 'More than 50 per cent of the replies referred to technique,
such as rnakinwsuggestions about the teaching in the midsi of the
recitation "; "isiting and taking notes but not making comments
on the work,"

A total of 16 suggestions were made under "helps desirable:"
"More citmsnstration teaching " and " more implicit criticisms of
lessons taught under supervisor " were the only two items mentioned
freipiently enotigh to have much significance attitched.

A second California study.Mr. Valentine,4 (if the San Francisco
Stalii Teachers College, compiled a list of 36 specific items represent-
ing the major hctivities of supervisors. These items, derived from
conferences with,10 experienced supervisors, were sent to 98 teachers
employed in rural, small town, and city schools in five counties in
California, with the request : (1) That they mark their appmvai or
dimpproval of each item; and (2) that they indieate by ranking the
In items which, in their opinion, represent the imst desirable super-
visory activities, assigning first place to the mot desirable activity,
and st on.

The firbt 9 items (those standing highest.) on the "approved list"
co5respond with ipe 9 highest on the "most desirable" list, and site
as follows':
.1. Hold office hoursior teachers seeking help.
2. Give classroom demonstrations whtn requested.
3. Hold* ihstructional group meeting with new teachers.

.4. Plan with new teachers individually.
5. Advise and assist in the collection of collateral materials, visual

aids, etc.
6. Help teitchers with broad and suggestive, recommendations..
7. Hold frieOly personal

/conferences wilth teacher followingvisit.

/
..8. Hold frequent instructional conlerences with teacher gropps.

/

. 9. Send out mimeographed lesson help.
Two North Carolina 8tudies.In the fill of 1926, 127. Rockingham

County 'rural teachers were asked to /list 'not more thin 5
'Job Analysis of itlituebtiri itupervislon; Valétattie, P'Hanal iit Zdtitational kethod,Much, 1928. . Ai., i 2,1 ..1 , . I...t ,, ,
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heads the benefits derived from group teachers' meetings. ,Ths'
benefits named were tabulated and classified under" 9 heads. Tine
arranged, the teachers -were asked to rank in ob rgf importance
attached to each, giving the most important ace and so on.
The final list stands:

1. Give teachers new ideas in teaching.
2. Train demonstration teachers to do teaching of a higher stand-

ard.
3. Improve pupils in gi-oup spirit, in respect for teachers, ia

attendance, and in preparation of daily work.
4. Help teachers to solve problems through seeing how others are

meeting siotilar, problems.
& Giveiteachers a better knowledge of how to deal with pupils in

groups.
6. Create enthusfasm for teaching.
7. Enable teachers tolvmpare milks of their work with that done

by others.
8. Afford opportunity for teaciterii to make profeilsional contact&
9. Etitilblish desirable relatioriships among schools. .

The North Carolina State organization of county rural supe-rvisors
recently undertook a study which differs in one particular from the
foregoing inVestigations. The North Carolina organization invedi-
gated the reactions of supervisors instead of those of teachers. The
27 rural supervisom employed in the State were asked to list the 10
most important supervisory activities, Two 'hundred and forty
statenvints were receivea from 24 itipervisors. They were mimeo-
graphed and distributed to the 27 supervisors, who were asked to
seled and rank in order of importance the 10 items which best
defined supervision. A tabulation of the reports received; with the
major items ranked according to the judgment of supervisors, num-
ber 1 being asisigneti to the most frequently mentioned item, and so on,
follows:

1. Selecting educational objectives and methods for attaining
them.

2. Unifying the work of the school system by setting up standards
and directing teach!rs in the realization of such standards.

3. Assisting school committeemen and county school superip-
tendent in the selection and appoint/dent of teachers.

4.- Holding county-wide conferences with teachers.
5. Aiding teachers in solving problems by diagnosing situationt

anti offering remedial measures.
6. bolding indiNtIridul conferences with teachers, principals super-

intendentp, and patrons. _

7. Training- printipals in elementary supervision.
8. Recording achievementsiof the year's work.
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SOLUTION OF SUPERVISORY PROBLEMS 38
9. Stimulating school publicity having for its end: Longer school

terms; better trained teachers; better equipment, closer co-
operation betweeik parents, teaclkers, and pupils, End
school and cOmmunity.

Cooperaiing with all forces for better schools.
Swnsnary.---In summarizing contributions made by the audies

considered above, difficulties arise in the determination of, co
standards due to the diversity of terms.useti in the vatiouS inv
tions. After making due allowance forsuch diversity, a careful coin
parison of the findings reported apparently indicates that the niajor
duties of rural-school supervisOrs, as evaluated by tyachers and super-
visors, arranged in order of rank, number 1 being assigned to the ac-
tivity ranked highest the greatest number of times; number 2 to the
activity ranked next highest, etc., are : (1) Holding inspirational
conferences; (2), teaching and directing in the teaching of demonstra-
tion.lessons; (8) organizing outlinà and teaching helps for teachers;
(4) gradini and classifying pupils;- (5) evaluating textbook ma-
tefials ; (6) improvirig curricula; and- (7) raising the professional
end cultural level 'of teachirs.

The findings indicate that teachem prize most the direct servives
of supervisors who succeed in making them comfortable 'in their
thinking and' feeling"; that they prefer supervision0 service which,
while it helps them solve classroom problems, is cbaracterizect by
friimily and tactful attitudes; and that they do not rank highest
certain supervisory activities such as experimentation, curriculum
studies, and professional inwrovement of the teaching staff, 4) which
supervisor's themselyes and educational experts as well ate& much
significance.

Means Used hy Rural, Teachers and Supengsors (1) to Profit by the
Results qf Research and (2) to Participate in Raearch &din

MAT= K. SQUTIIALL

Assistant $tote..8operrioor of Rena &Schools, North Carol

Should a rural supervisors' conference .concern itself with educa-
tional research? The answer will depen4 upon the %importance
attached to research ud the interpretation placed upo-n the super-
visor's-functions. An analogy from the outside world. may prove
helpful in establishing tbs. inapcirtanoe of researa in promoting 'du-
-tational improvement. All forms ,of . business endeavor that have
iade conripicuous. progress have been, built :upon 4uA eitpanding
foundation of .exact knowledge. ia ; the Product of rvearcii.
Modern life -with its conveniences, sua flWeleotrie, qiikk coni-
.1aunication, and rapid transportation, is -laréOy .the product of*al* . I bi
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Edu.dationtil i4eiefirch scatcely. two &cures òld, yet Ittef liziforiht.
tiOn obtain&I Oereby is remaking the schook Old idtiag EiS to the
'function 'óf the khool,' the teacher, , and the of; subject matter.
hate been greatly modified by research findings. Putuni-progrese
of rural education will depend in a measure upon the. degieeto- Whkjsearch results are known and -used byi rural teaekeis,
Since; thdn; reséitrch is of great -significance in the= irilfróvenie.nbif
leaChing, it is fitting that 'a rural supervimire .conferènce.ailioaM
conCein itself with research as a potent factoi.in!such:imprkiiemerit.

!Pitofilihg -.by the tali of resetvivh.-4-Teachin¡tizan not i becomel
Sciétice until teachers' are trained to apply séientifici.prixibiplégiito
classrobtn teaching.. Tying up tkeory i .4th sby help*
teadhers 'adapt psychological ideas to varied classrooni ccinditionsit

. one of the supervisór's chief servic'es. Hiidreds of educational is-
vestigittions have been made arid' others- are .in;protesS Of -completion.
TheY 'are4I's.cattrd- in educátional 'literature 'much :of which -is rnot

4 tivaillible: ti) the raVerage techer. Until iniingis are
ternis and .teichers are, shown their application to ;clam-

room problems, they can not be expect4d to 'use res6areh resat.
Nör can' stipeivisors find time to do this work to any greitt.vitent
'for tachérs.: Fortunately' seveiat reseaich) students andcommittiee

. .have reCintfy summtnized several inNiestigations :Lind include& in! a
. idngle Volunietlipse ielating to: one subjeCtil,.For iiStance; Gray; is

sunuifirized the' 872 ,.refiding inirestigatiOng Made:. picfr, tick 19'4,
"Buswell and 'have .done the same for arithmetic invostigations;
...arid the conimittélés .respim.sible for the third' earbock of the iDe-
partmeiit of guperintindenciy, 4 Research' in COristrudtingithe
mentary 'Curriculum," have rendered a siniilar service4or ¡ally*
ekmentarz,.silbj,cts?'

iiiipkortittént,Wf teathink i)ubjAt¡'eifie.vapik-
visori Siii5utd4,4equiisat heiseIf CIO .teacherw)mitiltn
vision with 'research findings 49ng the _following. lines ts(1) Subje4
matter that is most worth while *and' useful; (2) how chir.
dren learn thif type of subict 'Mattbi most iconönlicitlly -and iiffeo-
tively; j(3).. the best: means that- *have been _found foe !`.00ltditioiking
s ean:Ape. , f*. I . t' :11' i!Oil

" Uiieitiij Nigeareh; meuna .414.14/te Si Ifiria.Corolinat OOtlitit talk
tp, '14 viepervisora.---i(1):1* :number! of obunties: ace itisitgAlle

Jeriteria aB bases for ithep ; Attic& Jpronmitin41 9df
detneiittiiiivadeichildren 1ñ eachl4if !the first,' three tgra s; a I Intel-
Tenets; ttañd teacherel judginiint kre.-- emphipedi Viesef fabtO

tégdi pi. teat' lidded in thi cond Wilde; the 41th:di Owlet ralki
kbòvoi,s'ebattiiii ¡off tduititiOnal tests is) Ow/third) f*iior.4i1 il

p I For the codvenience of supervisors studying special subjects a list of a
Pest sources of information on research is available on request of the Bureau oil
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SOLUTI OF' 'SUPERVISORY PROBLEMS .

ig(2) Supervisors, make available retearch results lot thè subject
receiving major attention. For example, in one county in which
arithmetic was selected as the subjed most in need of :improvement,
the supervisor summarized apithmetic -difficulties and listéd types of
errors according to frequency. Folloving this the teachers; with the
aid-of.the Buswell-John diagnostic test, supplemented by Zriginal
infornial tests in common and dicimal fractions, tested and observed
pupils in order to discover types of problems giving trouble, and
types of errors involVed. After tabulating and inarpreting the
findings for the &)unty, remedial measures were undertaken.
Scientific investigations were again consulted to discover what pro-
cedurm had pt.o'ved most helpful; special remedial suggestions ap-
plicable to each disability were collected from current literature, and
the list mimeographed and distributed to teachers. Results are
evident. Teachers of arithmetic have become more enthusiastic
and intelligent, and a few have been able to make unique contribu-
Aids through the statement of procedures helpful to children in
learning certain arithmetical facts and types of performance.

(3) Supervisors introduced newer teaching techniques whose value
has been provea. For example, one supervisor has led the teachers
to adopt the test-study method in, teaching spelling, and has given
monthly county-wide tests to check imogress made in spelling as com-
pared with that made last year with use of the study-tek method.

Participating in, resectroh.Teachers and superyisors should par-
ticipate in research for tli following among other reasons : (1) Con-
clusions reached tn psych*gical laboratories need to be verified
through classroom practice. (2) Many important problems can be
solved only through using the classroom as the laboratory. (3) Par-
ticipation in research tends to viittlize teaching, making teachers more
open-minded, and stimulating them to challenge procedure formerly
ac'eepted by them without question.

.While all -teachers should use research results, the more capable
ones should be the chief participatörs in research, as the demands .
are exacting and the work time consuMing. Unless teachers have had
technical preparation along research lines. they should haiTe close
supervisory guidance in controlling important factors if results ob-
Wiled to be reliable. As the number of rUtal teachers who have
had such preparation is to ¡date praciically negligible, the supervisor
'must assume respolisibility for' interestibg 'and assisting superior
teachers, eitheiv .as individuaLs or as committees, in the solution of
162,11 problms.. In thus lifting the worii of :these te,chers abovetWf dull routine, keeping them growing, and leading them to the.

.acquisition.of .valuáble infOrmation. or .materials useful to the entire
gystem; supervisors fulfill an ;important fun4tion..
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36 RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

Rural research program in North CarolimaNorth Carolina rural
supervisors have only recently begun to carry on research programs.
A number of studies, many of them local in their application, have
come to the attention of the writer :

1. Scientific investigation of the, value of supervision in the con-
solidated schools of North Carolina, using a supervised and a control
county. (Educational Publication No. 106, Division of Supervision,
No. 25, State Department of Education, Raleigh, N. C.)

2. The supervisors of the north central district have congaed,
preparatory to publishing in bulletin form, examples of .4` Large
Unit " teaching, outlining the steps under the following heads: (1) .

Situation out of which the activity arose; (2) problem or problems
involved; (3) sources of materials and information; (4) types ofr
experiences; (5) outcomes in information, abilities, and attitudes;
(6) stimulation to further activity.

3. One siipervisor has used an activity progr.am in a group of
second-grade rooms, and compared measurable results with those
obtained in a control group of second grades.

4. A supervisor is attempting to teach geography in the grammar
grades entirely by the problem method, checking results with require-
ments of the State course of study.

5. The different types of schools in one county are to be compared
on a basis of the following factors of school efficiency : Pupil attend-
ance; pupil me; and pupil achievement in reading, arithmetic, spell-
ing and language.

6. A rural teacher is keeping a record of the actual work done by
US, average, and sloW groups during the year. .

7. Two rural teachers are teaching number work in the first grade
" inoidentally," and checking results with requirements of the course
of study.

8. Principals of consolidated schools in one county) recorded the
actual time given to supervision and administration respectively over
two four-week,periods.

9. A supervisor is testing out Detroit picture-word material in two
tirst-grade rooms.

10. A county superintendent and a group of teachers are analyzing
.the arithmetic content in the adopted texts, and eliminating material
neither socially useful nor vital to local interests.

Plans for futtrre research i'vork.No effort has been made hereto-
fore to unify pieces of research work attempted. Two significant
preparatory steps in this direction were taken this year : (1) Diva,
ing the State into four sections for the purpose of having super-
visors in each section work together on their specific problems; (2)
appointment of a research committee by the department of rural
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.4 SOLUTION OP, SUPERVISORY PROBLEMS -- 37

supervisors which is a section of the North Carolina State Teachers'
Association. . .

It is hoped that through the unifying influencé of sullervisory
cooperation secured this year, supplemented by the activities of the .

researchscommittee, a definite place may be given in Our supervisory
program to education-al research and that next year an extinsive
piece of research work will be carried on through the &operative
efforts a all the supervisors of the State.
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III. The Relation of Rural Curriculum Adaptatioh
to Supervision

Problems Involved in Curriculum Adaptations

. FANNIE W. DUNN
Associate Professor of Education, Teachers Coyege, Co1urn6ia Univerretty, 'eso York Cap

The educational iask to-day is far more comiilex than that of ageneration ago. The student mass is much more beterogefteous
all the children of all the people in place of. a Ktleci.group from the
more-favored -homes. Quick-witted . mingle with dull, abstract
minded with motor, those whose education began " a hundred yearsbefore they 'were born,", with those ivhose parent; are illiterate.

With the increase in range df those t9 be educated, there has comealso an increasing demand- that the school servé as a gocializing
agency. Citizenship is an outstanding 'aim- (;.f education to-day.'
Social relationships have -increased in coniplexity and scope morerapidly than individuttls have advanced in their adjustments, and
the schools are called upon to help bridge' the gap.

The very center of gravity is changed. Formerly .the emphasis
was on subject matter, and its mattery the goal ;- now Me needs,
interests, abilities, and lacks of the learner are regarded a's the centerof curriculum- organization, and the *goal -is hig growth.

Such differencef3 as these in the demands upon educ-ation and the
philosophy which .guides it, necessarily call for practicallY complete
reconsfruc'tion of the ciirriculum, 'and this reilmstruction is the most

o. piominent forward mofement in American public-school educationto-day. However, we are far past the time when a single curriculum
was' thought adequate for all situjItions, all types of schools, and all
children. -

Others have already referredjo one factor whick makes differen-
tiation essentialthe differing needs, interests, lacks, and abilitiesof individual children. Differing standirds for pupil promotion,
have been suggested, i. e., advancink each 'child who has do'ne his best
to another task suited to him. One scheme devised for this purpose
is. the classification of children into so-called X, Y, and Z abilit
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OVIIIIICITIATM ADAPTATIONS 39

groups. 'This plan has hardly advanced further titian administrative
organization, curriculum makers as yet having offered little lielp
as to the activities or materials suitable for varying ability iroupti.

Adaptations- in term.9 of differences in, content or in degree of
diffieulty.The problem of providing for varyirig ability groups, -

while not peculiar to rural schools, is pftrticularly acute in,them, due
to the number of grades assigned one teacher and the consequent
limitation in number of possible groups. The rural school has the
problem not only of providing, for varying abilities and interests,
but of providing for them in the same class.

A second phase of the problem found far more (iften in rural than
in urban schools is retardation, which is fre(juéntly the result of
deficient educational opportunity rather than of low mentality. A
child of

..
good mind may be decidedly over-age for his "giade, because

school inaccessibility and sh6rt terms have seriously Jimited the
Amount of schooling available to him. Where such over-age children
are found iñ lower grades, a characteristic problem is that of pro-
viding reading material interesting to them, yet within theixreading
ability..

.

It is often almost impossible to find textbooks in' geography, and
especially in history, within the reading ability of rural-school
children. Tvirò types of difficulty beset the path of-the child in the
study of historyideas beyond his basis in experience and language
beyond his reading power. The over-age pupil is perhaps less likely
than the younger child to be troubled, by the first of these, but the
second is often practicably insuperable for him. In many schools
where retarded pupils abound it would probably be desirable to
provide two sets of textbooks covering approximately the -.same
topics., the one set in much' easier langiiage than the other.
-Differences in native abilities are not the onlY ones that necessititite

differences in curriculum and in materials of instruction. What the
child is and wilt become is 'conditioned also by his environment. If
there are important lacks in it, the curriculum must supply them.
But it must be based, too, upon environmental experiences and inter-
ests, even though at the sanle time widening these experiences to
afford a broader base., for yet further learnings.

Differencesr in currilitilum will be necessitated whenever there are
different lacks to be supplied, different experiences 0 S bases for con-
cepts, different individual or local problems leading to mastery of
genéral subject matter. Where such differences créarry exist, the
curriculumr to ,be of genuine service, must recognize and adapt to
them, aria, where a iange of Apossible experiences may be expected;

.must'make provision for the- utilization of any that may be signi#-.
1catit or valuable.
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RURAL SOHOOL SUPERVISION

Differentiation in organization necessary.Short-tirm schools, theattendance of pupils for only part of the school year, and the large
number of one-teache'r schools create the need for difterentiation inorganization. There is,. for example, the six-months sdhool. It is
manifestly impossible to accomplfsh in six months what is normally
to be done in eight months or nine. Shall the short-term school
attempt to afford as much education as the school. of standard timesIf so, how? It would seem that the Only po-ssible solution would
be to increasí the number of years in the elementary grades, blitthis provision would be especially" hard to make in one and two
teacher schoolsthe ty`pes where short terms are usually found,
because the numbei, of digerent grades already cuts the teacher's
time ty shreds..

If the n(LbsrIoI yea.rs is wit t,(3, be lenktbened, and the term is
\ to be short* Oita&et-Average, sométhing must be eliminated. What?
And when* Shall gapstbé left all alofig, or shall' there be one long
defiéienctfA. :heel vittifofthe elementary school period? CeiPtainfy this
tnuch, is': kit stiff slid where six-months Schobls exist the teacher
should,not be expected to use an eight or nine mpnths curtionlum.
Adaptations must be made for her, not left as just one more thing
for her overfull hinds to do.

A similar problem, but not identical, is that of the "100-day pupil."
By law in some States, where4.the school termis 200 days in length,

. certain children may be absent 50 per -cent of that time, being come
pelled to atiend only the middle 100 days of the school year. .These
children are associated in classes with* regular 200-day pupils.
Absence gaps must 'Unavoidably be 'scattered all throggh their school
life. How is the iitstructio4 available during the 100 days of their
absence to be niade up to them?

I.t.-should be noted that different subjects are not susceptible of
identical treatment. The curriculum in geography or history, for
example, may conceivably be so organized that all the minimal
essentials will be allotted to the 100 days of mid year. But how.. about
reading or numbers? Thê most obviou; suggestion heie is the
use of individual instructional Materials Lid methods. If 'these are
required by the exigencies of .the situation, necessary suggestions
and directions for their organization and .use should be a part of
the curricuhfm afforded the teicher. #

An outstanding organization problem is that. of 'the one-teachet
school. There is a very general tendency to-day to diiide this school
intà three .or four groups rather than eight grades. Mit a,
organization, to be efficienb, reqúires a curriculum made to fit, and
also textbooks selected or arranged on the same basis. Integration
of subjects, such as geography, history, civics, is another cOmmonly
advocated means of re . effective organization of insttuction
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431/1111OULUM ADAPTATIONS ,

on. eacher schools. This, however, is a fundamental thing to be
throughout the whole curriculum, not patched,together day

y.ttindividual instruction 'assuredly has. a piace in the one-
teacher sclool, but there is a need for close coordination of group
and individual activities if the two togethdr are most economically
to utilize the available time.

Comes orkoaste of pupile time and suggestions for its prevention.
Attention may be called to the especial irriportance of avoiding waste
of time for all underprivileged children, 100-day pupils, those with

"6-months school' ferms, those- economically disadvant: aed, and those
whose background is deficient because of lacks in the tome or en-
vironment. Four,outstanding causes of wasting are the inclu-
sion of curriculum jnaterial on a basis of tradition only, bad habits ot..
study, neglect of primaiy grades, and the iypical .eightti-gráde
examinati?.

11411091i1Curricu um content must be scrutinized midi* for which
genuine needs can not be made to arise inAritibl diAtfe. must: be

.rejected. ance as to socially va ua =nip Alb»,ftcprded by,
many research studies, such as those of Horn, Joresf Aphbaugh,
Ayres, arid others in spelling; Rugg's study of map I tioils; WU-
son's study' of arithmetic of social value. -Much curricu um material
is included_ on a basis of hope. Such, for example, are English
grammar in upper grades and Latin in high sChool as required sub-
¡Lids. Hoped-for outcomes should be checked up on. If the hoPes
prove vain and' the material futile, it .should be eliminated.

Bad habits of study, the result of poor seatwork, waste many
valuable hours. Children read too slowly because they are finger
pointe:rs or lip readers, or they have neVer had any motive for rapid
reading; they compute with all kinds of counting devices because
they have had too much time-for arithmetic study and no premium
placed on efficient ways of reachipg the result, provided only it is
reachedin tife end. The 6-months or the 100-day child can not

I

afford
to waste precious school 'moments through defective study methods,
nor scan the child from the poor 1;ome, who will probably have hiq
every momenf outside of school claimed for labor at farm work or

,home chores.
An especially serious source of waste is neglect 6L, the primary

grades, particularly die first grade. Retardation_in rural first grades
Is appalling. In many country conimunities teachers accept it as
a matter of course that children will spend two year§ in the first
grade. Besides this absolute loss.pf a whole year of time to the
reptaters, many children who make the grade are handicapied for-
ever thereafter by deficient control of the tool subjects, rooted in
the poorly adjusted eurricultini or the inadequate inAructio.n of their
Prst year's work..
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42 RURAL -SCHOOL SUPB1137113iON,

The eighth-grade examivaticli wilts instituted for the purpose 9,f,
enforcing stmidard- elementary education in inadequately taughtand spervis4schaol$ The typickl eighth-grade examination dos;no such thing,. but -rather turns the time of teacher and children

-awaSt froin true education to focus it upon memOrizing more or less
6olated- facts. Until we have much more reliable information than:at present of what curriculum is of most worth for rural children
any formal imposed requirement like this is a bill and chain to
progress. Standard t&qts can far better- serve the purposes sought
by eighth-grade examinations, with mulch less daiiger- *of time-
wasting cramming.

Progreseive adaptation a8 a co&perative enterpriser:A-The fore-
. going is an attenipt to sketch the problems involved in curriculum

adaptation for rural schools. The task would be enough to appall
the most ^stout, ,esre1 i it all . had to be done at once or by one
person. Bit, ent -Maybe made gradually, working steadilyttowird desi¡": ',and it may be the cooperative enterprihe'of?
many. We. iois for progressive 'adaptation are 'here
outlined:, .

1. Cooperative activity 'of teachers and supervisors over a smallor large; area,' to include: (a) Search for educational risources af-
forded by the activities and experiences-potential or already existingin rural eommnities,- (b) Collection of lists of problems or pmjectsfound to be vital to rural- children, which afford valuable approaches
to neetled subject-matter or experiences. (e) Exchange between
schools of successful curriculum units based on the foregoing. (d)
Cooperative development or selection of individual practice materials
related to group activities o-le to large problems or projects.

2. Assistance from resehrch : Exampjes of this have already been
given. Doctor Collings, in the course of his experiment with aprojea curriculuin, rendered absolutely essential service to the teacherof his experimental school by compiling and organizing in a form
ready to use as needed, the inform'ation required in carrying outvarious purposes as they arose in the pupils' lives. The Bureau of
Curriculum Research of Teachers College is engaged- in the Zoom
pilation of- all that has been done and written in- the field of the
eleiiientary curriculum, and this enormous IMO of sifted and di-
gested material should be of incalculable value to future curriculum
mailers.

8. State courses of study: The State must undertake _responsi-bility for the rural school curriculum, providing for all its existing
types of school's curriCUla at least tis welradapted to their needs si
our present urban curricula are to 'typical city schools.

4. State' curriculUm -sivisory bureau: It is highly desirable that'in each State. departmerit there should be a bureau, with a gpeciall
,
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CIMBIOULIIM AD'APTATIONS 48
qualified -head, to advise "on call " concerning all school situations
in the State thatymay be undertaking curriculum reconstruction, and
to coordinate the efforts and products of all, for the good of all.

The rural curriculum is not an impossible accomplishment. It
can be made, it must be made, but its making calls 'for scientificstudy and constructive organizhig ability of high order, and for time
expenditure in proportion to the importance. of the task.

Differentiation in Curricula loped the Life and Needs of
. s Rural aildrm

HELEN HAY HEYL
Graduate litudent, Teachers College, Cgluutbia Untrersity

ils th purpeie 'of this papiir to attempt to- formulate -a
ans'wer to,:the qpestion, "In what ways and to what degree shouldeçmeiirchoo1 curricula significantly as between rural alyi-urban re nay " .

Objective. of rural and urban elementary ethscation are Oft sameDr. David Snedden, of Teachers College, -points out that, Ingeneral there are nò good sociological reasons for differentiating
school curricula by regions. . The slogan, 'Adapt educaiióii to the,
local community,' may be Ognificant so far as promoting concreteaid realistic methods of teaching is concerned;. but it is largely
buncombe so far as. objectives are concérned. * * Tlie \ pur-
poses of teaching spelling, the carPenter's trade, long .division, the
history of the American Revolution, the hygiene of tuberculosis,
current events, safety- cll.-highways, and the like, are abput the same
everywhere." With this point of view we can heartily agree. Cer--
tainly there is notyyet any definite indication that general educw,tional objectives for country boys and girls should .differ from those
for city children.

Variátions in approach, emphasis; and content rantedthat general objectives remain the same, it should be kept in miDdti*t the raid environment itself demands a' aifferent method of
approach, a different emphasis on certain phases of subject matte'',and in many CaSes a different selection of subject matter, in orderto reach these common objectives hir Purat.children .whiCh 'We at
present igree should be the same 'for -all within thé
individual's ability-and clipacity

Approach.r-The need of different methoids óf ipiroach' in the
pmsentation of arithmeticIviii apparent 'from a onsiderat* 'of 'the
Irithmetical backgrciunds:of rural' and drbair childi4n 'entétinesChail
fras thé first time. A t`iii.r*igi:hb Who Ny'as coathing a' 'gie*city thildren reinarketli: Thè róri4 th41+,0, g!!fk; .4-r;,t::111 17 )4011,61.)).1:1,1p.i4 I.
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.44 .RURA.L SCHOOL SUPERVISION

pupils seem to have had is in making change." This experienta.
-apparently formi the chief arithmetical background of many 01-
chil4ren. It is an experience, however; which rural children are not.likely to ave had to Any extent. The rural boy or girl will havedevelo number concepts from counting baby chicks, turkeys, andducks; from helping mother gather the eggs and counting the.
number found ;. from filling a quart- pail with berries; from seeing

, the bucketful of milk father carries in from the. barn and hearinghim say, " Old Bess gave a gallon and. a half to-day." The cityteacher should begin with change and .work outwarti toward the. country child's quart of berries, while the country teacher shoulddo just tbe opposite. The latter's task is.the more diflicult, becausethere is so little available teaching material designed to help herapproach the rut:al child frOm his end of the line.
,

_

Einphasis.The emphasis should in many cases be placed on dd-.. ferent -units of the subject matter taught urban and rural children.'This may be seiii in two illustrations from the teaching of hygiene:(1) In instruction having at its end disease prevention, DoctorSnedden says: "It is obvious that tke hygiene of malaria and hook-
worm prevantion needs mori -emphasis in rural areas of Alabama-andcertain other -sections cif the §!iout.1i and need be touched lightly ifat All in Kontana. The hygiene of -sunghine may need fiiless emphasis on behalf of rural than on behalf of Crowded urbanresideas.". (2) toth urban and rural teachers should give instruc-Cali in nutrition which may wil- center around the -school lunchwith both groitips of children. But in the city the. t6acher is either

.

,

pupils

41111

-

a

aided or hindered by the school _cafeteria and must help tochoose wisely from the menu offered the food for their noondaymeals. In the small country school the emphasis is necessarilyplaced on the prelion by teacher and pupils of one or more hotdishes at school tcliPplenlent lunches brought from homes.* Indoing_this tile teacher is obliged to use chiefly products of. the iglu. , rather than of the store, and at the same time to provide an opporptunity for all children to eat a well-balanced nutritious noonday mealin the schoolroom. To accomplish these ends without consuming toomuch time in connedtion with the process demands a far differentemphasis t.han that demanded of the city teacher.In the course3 in civics rural teachers should give oonsiderabil*emphasis to the topic of cooperatioii. This is not iiinecissary eitiowhere legislation dolis for the residents what country people mustleant to do for themselves. Seven or eight hundred persons 'may lilt,together in a city apartment house, and for ;the most part (4.1#' opc,trate, butit 4..tooperation which alith9rjties have worked auLfor thezin 194 t0 Ahoy m,rely.ponfprAn, ,Cooperiktion 14. OWcountry iiquite ánother inatter. Here it must be.volunary (=perk
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tiURRIOULUM ADAPTATIONS . 45
tion for mutual helpfulnegs in a common purpose. Originally this
is the waY cooperation grew and became fixed in the city. To-day,

towever, the daily life of the city people makes them cooperate even
in spite of themselves; whereas, in the country; people still need not
coopertite to the same degree bin order to live, snd-will not cooperate
to the extent to which they should for their own advantage unless
positively taught to do so' in the school and community.

Conten1.Hygiene courses serve to show the need of diffeivntia-
don tin content.. The objective is the same for city and rurai chil-
drenhealthful, normal livingbut the actual content of tite rural
curriculum must include instruction in aAifferent type of sandary
practice from that needed in the tbwn with its sewerage system,
water plant, and insp.ected milk. It m!ist include the care of cold
and wet feet, a problem which figures but liffle in the city school
to-day, but which still figures large in the cóuntry, where many
childrerr go to poorly protectd from the weather, yalking
the whole distance tp school, or trudging through the* snow to catch
a school bus, and then riding several miles through the biting air.An incident illustrating this point is that of a grótfp of sixth and

"seventh grade pupils in a country school who were asked to name
their favdrite teacher and give three reasons for liking her. Out of
75 replies 70 gave as one reason: " Because she would let us warm."

InstrOtion in " safety fir.st " is rightly sttracting much attention
in elementary. Mucatio.n. Courses So tar compiled deal largely with
such topic-s.a§ riilmicipal traffic laws, the danger of automobiles, obedi-
ence to traffic :cops, and the hazards of jaywalking. Rural children

,undoubtedly need such information for protection on their occasional
visiis tÒ town, -but they need much more a totally different course
of study for daily living. This should include such topics as picking
up nails and tacks, protection from farm animals and farm machin-
.ery, firellazards accompanying the use of kerosene oil or acetylene
gas, and the like. In view of the fad that careful estimates indicate
that there are approximately 4,0(M) agricultural fatalities and more
than 80,000 major and_minor accidents among farm peoPle each ye.ar
that could be largely prevented by the practice of "safety first,"
there is real need of a content.meeting the rural child's needs in
this field.

The selection of suitable topics from the traditional courses offered
rural children in-agricuiture-derhands further study. Remembering
that the school is relieved of the obligation of supplying children

Avith educational experiences similar to those whkh they meet in
their home environment, the question.arises as to whether or Rot
agriculture should be taught in the rurál elementary school. If so,
what type of agricultural teaching is needed by a rural elementary

who is daily liv,ing the life of the agricultural group? .14 the
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46 SekitIOL SUPERVISION

opinion of the writer the agriculture taught should, be cultural-agri:
culture, and this type of work might well be offered also to -city
children. Doctor Brim has well said: "We do not wish to vanillasthe we must psychologize it; we do not wish Nto item
tionatize-the rilral school, we must socialize it." If this_be so, Then
cultibral agriculture stri'mld be the kind of sUbject matter offered isthis field in rural schools and not practical agriculture. It will bethe type of agriculture whose aims include, among others, developing
in every child a. love and appreciation of his environment and a life-long interest in beauty of landscape and irithe indomitabk spirit gen.
orally characteristic of 'country people.

Surnmary:---Rural teachers should have abundant materials for
their use in differentiating the curricula taught by them. Those
materials, written from the rural pint of view, should' have fortheir purpose the complete so-cialization of the rural school if rurti
children are to be effectively taught aiid their life needs met. The
rural child needs to get the city point of view, and the urban -child
the rural point.of view. The city child starts his study of milk with
the bottle on his doorstep; in the cotintry the -Child must start with
the cow; 6ut each study must reach the other before the 'act of tea&
ing is complete. Instructional materials shoidd help pupils acquires
knowledge and understanding of city and of rural points of view.

To date, textbooks and courses of study are largely urbanized.
A few notable exceptions are beginning to appear. Considerable
curriculum adaptation is neressary before rural teachers will receive
adequate help in adapt,ing their instruction to the point of view of
rural children.

Adjustment of thc Curriculum to the Hundred-Day Pupil
HAZEL L. FISHER

litsperulaing 711 a ch es Dorchester Comety, .111d.

In Dorchester County, on the eastern shore of 4ary1and, fatlieri;
iiiothe:rs., and children work 'at truck farming and in canneries. Çhil-
dren dontuch of this-work, as the men are engaged in oyster fishing
and the women in shirt factories duiring several months of the year.In consequence of this industrial. sitiiation, 121/2 per cent of the
3,268 white. elementary pupils in the county did not 'attend schoot,
.100 days out of the 183-day whoól year during 492 26.2 Many othent
attended only 100 days, as the compulsory school] w permits 'legs*.
employed childre 13 to 16 to limit their pc 1 attendance tO
WO days "as nearirconsecutive as pdssible, begi.nniìg not later than
November 1." .

The largest ,humbee of these. pupilS, Who enter me' time in /4.
*ember and. leivéin April; sre found in the siiih afid seireith gnat*
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CURRICULUM ADAPTATIONS 47
although some have not completed the fourth graae. This brief
period of attendance, as a comparison of the pupils' ages and grades
shows, has led to bad over-age conditi6ns, as might be expected, and
has iiwreased the difficulty of the curricular problbin forteachers.The following account of an effort to check the over-age problem'(1) by helping te1ichers_over a definite amount olt the course of
study with- 100-diiy pupils, and direciing them to promote these
pupils upon, their reaching the desired goals; aria (2) by helpin#pupils use their btief school year_ to good purposb and thus to enjoy
it, may be kuggestive.to supervisors elsewhere confronted with similar
problem&

Ikmedies.The remedies used. for the situation descritwd weregrouping, division of subject matter into units, superiisett and di-meted study, and flexible gradation of pupils,
(1) Grouping.Throughout the county gnawing has been foundhelpful in all. school% With the exception of three buildings, eachroonrin the graded ,4410-ols contains 'two grades; one and two teacher

schools contain .several grades to a room. The. grouping programin all except the three largest school combines fourth and fifth gradesin hibtoiy, spelling, anti reading; sixth and seventh grades in history,
geography, English, reading, and spelling.

(2) Delrision of subject matter into units.The supervisor immune()much of the %Pork of Narranging the topics of the subject matter to
be ooY'ered, omitting some topics, and in a few instances making midi-%
'lions to the conterft of the adopted texts. The year's work wasdivided into four units, each requiring an equal, period of time for itscompletion, wi1i tile understanding that the 100-day pupil shouldbe held responsible for units. 2 and 3. Geography in the fourth yearis divided as follows: Unit 1, food, shelter, and clothing; unit ,2,land, water, and air, forms, with empflasis on their effect upon food,shelter, and lothingy; unit 3, agriculturé, commerce, and government,with emphasis on their development in conseqúence of man's questfor food, shelter, and clothing. unit 4, introduction to general geo-graphical facts, as size, shape nd rotAtion of the earth, location ofoceans, and the like.
The 100-diy pupil, in his s dy of unitfi and.3, learns some of the

ess.entialg taught under uniI 1, \during 'his absence. His knowledgeof this unit necessarily ien ins incomplete.
Fifth-grade *feography In, outlining the four units for the fifthgrade the continepts are studied in the following order, with em-phasis each time uption th facts faught in unit 4 of the fourth graaa:North Ameri awl it countries; South Ameiica; Asiakfrica, and Australia.
Sixth and seven i grade geographyd--The sixth aid tevdnth ;es combined I geography, and.the work alternated by years:
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. During 1926-27 these grades covered, in unit 1, physical geography
facts, as wind and ocean currents, latitude and longitude, combined
with special study of South America. In unit 2, Europe, stressing
the physical geography facts learned in unit 1, and Africa and Au&
tralia studied in their relations to Europe, especially the British
Isles. In unit 3, Asia and the United States, in c'omparison with
continents stuilied. In unit 4, Africi, Australia, and the islands of
the sea. .

In 1927-28 the work of the sixth and'seventh grades group
divided as follows: Unit 1; plant and animal life of North America;
unit '2, United States; *unit 3, Mary1Find geography, and countries
north of the United States; unit 4, countries south of the United

. States, and South America.
Thrstress for the 100-day pupil is laid on the Unitea States. It is

studied in both the sixth and Severith years' work, .andi, emphasis is
given to the commercial relations existing between the United States
and oilier countries, in order to give pupils an appreciation of the
interdep6ridence of nations and to review the industries aild resourcesf other countries.

It will be noticed that the 100-day pupil in Dorchester Comity,, k
altfiougl attending school during only the second and third quarters
of each ear, has anopp.ortunity to cover all the geography work
offered in grades 4 to 7, as the geograph course is so planed as...
to offer in units 2 and 3 in any orie year view of the waif done
in units 1 and* during the preceding year. It is true;of cOurge,
that the subject matter covered during the terms in which the 100-

. day pupins absent is not likely to bAs fully coinprehended by him
. as it is by the other pupils. This we should expect. We desirse these

pupils and their parents to understand definitely that we arrangetito h e them finish certain units of work, but we do not attempt to
grve ein more than one-half the amount of education received by
children who attend twice as many days each year.

... 4 The teaching of hiitory.----The subjecC matter a history is divided
similarly to tbat of geography. The fourth and' fifth grades form
one group, the sixth and seventh a second group. Work alter-
nates by years. During 1926-27 the following Outline is in tie:
The work in the fourth .and fifth grades is treated`bfographically:
Unit 1, discoverers and explorers preceding th: nineteenth .century.
Unit 2, eplonizers. Unit 3, Revolutionary- he 8:: and:eirly leaders. of the Vnited States. Unit 4, the stòry of Maryland and of DOr-
diester County. During 1927-28 the work to be covered, includ,:
Unit'l, iliscoverers and eplorerp of the Central and Western Stab*

1 inventors of the early United States. I,Tnit 2, Civil War and ream-
; kruction leitders. Unit 3, liter inventors and heroes of.peace. trni
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OURRIOULTYM ADAPTATIONS : 49
4, a continuation of the study of inventors -and others who haye
furthered nationql progress.

History in the skioth and sieve0h grades group.--During 1926-7
this group was studying European background; English history to
the colonization of America; early United States history;; and the
Revolutionary period. During 1927-28 the work to be covered js
as follows:- (1) Formation of the United States, rite óf West and
of political parties; (2) the slavery question and reconstiuction
period; (3) influence of transportation and communication upon.
development of the Nation, territorial expansion, important
nitional issues; (4) Maryland history and civics.

Promotions in history aid geogAaphiy.We aim to promote the
100-day pupil each year in history and geography. Our goals in
these subjects are not so complete as are the goals in English arid
arithmetic. Thus we can . promotd the short-term pupil on the
basis of standards set up for him. Where his reading ability. is
below standard, the texts are supplemented by easier reading ma-,
terial, usually the text of the next lower grade.

EngLish and arithmetdi courses offered 100-dary pupils.As we
ha,ve state-wide goals in arithmetic ifild English which include
only the essentials in these subjects, promotion hi them necessitates
reaching the %ame standards of attainment met by pupils attendingfull time. Thus, while a pupil may be ein(olled in grade 6 in
geography, history, and other subjects, hie may be working with
'grade 5 in arithmetic and grade 4 in English, as a result pf
tests given hint in arithmetic and English. Spelling is taken care
of as one.d the goals in English'. Individual, tind where possible,'
group drill is given on words cominonly missvlled in written work.

(3) Supervised 8tutly.In attempting to give" 100-day pupils as
much as possible in the short period during which. they attend
school, the teacher's most important Anction is to improve .the
quality and effectiveness of study periods through supervision and
direction. The use of the group schedule allows more time for
this work. Supervised study is of two types: The recitation
period tyN *and the individual or special lielp groiip type. In the
first type the .teacher develops new work with the class. Individ
ual needs tind tibilities are recognized by making Minimum, average,
and maximum assignments. The minimum assignment takes care
of the 100-day p-upir, although if Ire has the ability he may work
on the average, or even the mAximum, assignment.

For the ,. sewn& type of supervised study a regular specialahelp
period is provided on the daily schedule. The4ho1e period may be
given tAti removing speèial 'difficulties- ma by pupils in connection
with the. study of antenbject. 'The iatne difficulties may be.commob
tbf beverat 'pupils ; on thv dim* hand Pupil)may have higeown
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50 RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

special difficulties. If difficulties are cominon to more than one,ispecial-group teaching period results. Reading difficulties enter si)largely into those met in school subjects generally that a portion, ofeach group supervised-study period is generally devoted to 'help:11gpupils acquire skill in reading comprehension. The teacher may re:%lire a pupil, after,reading silently one or several paragraphs, to tellthe rest of ihe c1a4s what he has read; or she may ask a definite ques-tion Which demands that pupils read until they'know the answer; orshe may prepare a skeleton outline and ask pupils to fill it in afterreading a certain assignment.
In addition to meeting group difficulties, the teacher finds it neces-sary to help individual pupils with specific difficulties, due often toabsence at the time a certain unit of work was taught. Sometimes,especially in English and arithmetic, 100-day pupils are given indi-vidual assigmnent sheets for practice useful in acqujsition of skillor for aid in making up lost work.
(4) Flexible gradation, of pupii8.Hundred-day pupils aregraded only on 'the units of work they have completed. This typeof gradation offers another opportunity to keep before parents, aswell as pupils themselves, the fact that they have done .only a portion

of theo work accomplished by pupils who attend full time., :

Summary and reeults.The determination not to neglect the' 100-.

day pupil or allow him to pass his time in school as he pleases ledto the use of the prograni herein described in which, °by means ofgrouping, division of subject niatter into units, supervised study, andflexible kradation, .special attention is paid to the needs of thesepupils. Three gratifying results have followed: (1) The 100-daypupils entered school more promptly November 1, 1926, than at.,anytime in the past; (2) they are manifesting more interest in and will .

ingness to do their classroom work; (3) a few parents have ex!pressed pleasure in that their children have done !definite amountsof work and have received credit. These parents, moreov'er, stated'that; if possible, they intended either keeping the childrn in schoolfor at least one extra unit this spring, or permitting them to start
earlier next fall.

Adjustment of the Curriculum to Atypical Pupils :CJI

MARaAium
4 f "Supervisor, Craven Couniit, N. C.., .s ' ;Y.') " rowAll children depart more ot -less fr9m the aver4ge, and the moo*

of -curriculum adaptation nee.ded; for .their interes js._ in. direct. ,porportion ,to the amount of such, departtret jen,.attempng to qtljA14,
the: purriculum, ;to , atypical 'puns txe first problem., is-,Ato find, i.otxti.ap
Aocuraittly:R% thp 04)9144 !:)% Opartuxel 4441 Pi). Rlagg.)ptiil
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CURRICULUM ADAPTATIONS 51
in ,groups is nearly homogeneous as possible for teaching purposes.
Basically the problem is one of proper classification.

Psychological principles guide in plaming.---Among tbe psycho-
logical principles kept in mind in planning the work in Craven
County are the following: (1) Pupils Work better when grouped
with other pupils on a mental level similar to their own; (2) motiva-
tion is especially necessary with dull children; (3) every pupil is
entitled to soihe degree of success; (4) the child, as a growing organ-ism, needs development in other fields besides the academic ; (5)
an inferiority compleX is a hindrance to learning.

Use of intelligence tests.By use of intelligence tests, intelligence
quotient4 of all pupils in the county were obtained. The pupils were
classified by use of the following schedule : Those rating from 90 tó
110 were ranked . as average; those rating from 110 to 140, superior;
those rating above 140, near-genius or genius. At the other end ofthe scale pupils rating from 80 to 90 were classified as dull; those
from 70 to 80, border line cases; those below 70, definitely feeble-
minded.

Program planI4d in accordane with, test planningthe details of the program each teacher, wiih the assistance of the
supervisor, classified the pupils in her room into three groups: Aver-
age, above average, and below average. The .teacher was instructedto adMinister the regular courses of study with the average-2group ;to Ove extra work to the above-average group; and to give extrahelp to the below-average group ranging between 70 'and 90. As we
agree with students of 'normal psychology that those with an I. Q.
below 70 should receive institutional care, no plans were made for
their educational advancement in connection with the regulai county
school system.

In two schools attendance permitted the employment of an extra
teaCher. In each of these schools a teacher was placed in charge
of the pupils from the third to seventh grade with I. between70 and 90. She taught these pupils from 10,30 a. m. to the close
of schoOl, concentrating on fundamentals in reading and arithmetic,
but striving always to find each pupil's particular needs. Pupils
.were- given constant individuil attention:

Curriculum adjustment successful from thz start.--The success of
the wotk has been in part due to the initial creation of ,ft right atti-
tude on the part of parents, whom the establishment of a special
room was presented in the light of an opportunity for children at-
tending. Pupils assigned to this special room gave so good a reporbof the work that in many instances other pupils Asked to 6e allowed
tol go to the room for special help. 'Regular grade teachers from
whose room's the slow pupils Nere elimin,ated ,were able fo do moretr
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52 RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION

for the pupils left under their care, 'and were held to a higher
standard of achievement with them.

Plans far the futufre.--We feel that we have made only a begin-
ning. Although trained, conscientious teachers were selected for the
two special rooms, they were without special preparation in abnormal
psychology. Two teachers' at the present time are taking special
courses along this line in order to be available in carrying out plans
to extend the work in the other schools. As the scope of the work
is thus enlarged we hope to be able to collect data relating to the
type of curriculum best suited to below-average pupils, for purposes
of comparisons. ,

Summary.Adequate cwriculum adjustmeni includes making
special provision for atypical pupils. By using intelligerice tests, and
by planning subsequent grouping and curriculum in accadance with
test findings, much mil), be accomplished. A differentiated curricu-
lum Fell adapted to the needs of atypical pupils in rural schools
must await results of studies carried on by well-prepared teachers
thoroughly familiar with the psychology of abnormal childrén.

Adjustment of the Curriculum lo the Short-Term Rural School
By MATILDA O. M IC H AELS

Rural Superviaor, Durham County, N. e.
10

In 1920, at the time of the employment of the first 'supervisor in
Durham County, 68 per Cent of the rural schools had a term
of six and seven months; the remaining 32 per cent had eight-month
terms. The majority were two-teacher schools, attempting both
elementary and high-school work. The largest rural school was a
four-teacher elementary school.

Among problems arising from these conditions, the following re-
lated to curriculum adjustment: What measures should be employed
(1) to enable the short-term schools to compare better in quantity of
work with ihe long-term schools? (2)tiTo reduce the number of daily
recitations in order to accomplish more effective work?

Effoot8 to counteract aiurious effects of short-terin, schools on
quantity of work.Realizing that they could not in justice be ex-
pected to accomplish as much in six months as their fellow teachers
in eight-month schools accomplished, teachers in short-term schools
had long been in the habit of relaking effort, and öf using the short
school year as an excuse for failure to reach standards consistent with
the length of the school term.*

The supervisor determined to enlist the cooperation of teachers in
auch schools in putting forth special efforts to adjust the curricuium
to the limited school period, and to realize m6re fully on the possi-
bilities cif the shovt school year. A circular letter containing an Gut-
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CURRICULUM ADAPTATION'S 53

line of .the portion of the cours.e of stddy which schools might be
expected to cover each quarter of the short school year wAs sent to
teachers, with the request that at the end of the first month they send
the supervisor a progress report, giving names of textbooks used,
amount of work accomplisad by the various classes, and a brief
stattiment of methods used. At mid-term and at the close of the term
the supervisor checked the amount of progress with each teacher, and
gave promotion cards to pupils stating whether half, three-fourths 'or-
some other fractional. part of an eight-month school year
assignment

curriculum
.ssignent had beed finished by them. '
This stimulated teachers-to do tbeir best, and enabled teachers_ tInd

parents to compare the amount of work done In short-term schools
witlithat acComplished in long-term schools, thus creating an interest
in the advantages of a longer school year.

Efforts to off8et the effect of short-term schools cot quality of
work.In order that the quantitative side might not be overempha-
sized, the supervisor began, through reclassification, to attack the
qualitative side: (1) In making class rolls for teachers before the
beginning of the school year, possible combinations of classes were
suggested as an aid along this line; (2) on the occasion of super-
visory visits, the supervisor taught as many recitations ag possible
for the purPose of learning from perponal observation what closefi
could be advantageously combined; (3) a testing progiim in reading
and arithmetic was launched. Test results, combined with teachers'
estimates, were used as a basis for further combinations and promo-
tions. Regrouping havirig been found feasible;teachers entered More
and more into the spirit of this phase of the supervisory in-c4ram
and gave valuable suggestions in the solution of the regrouping
iiroblern. By the end of'the third year the schools bf the 'county
were working wejl under the reclassification thus effected.

Typical instance8 of regrouping.(1) Primary grade.In a pri-
mary room bf a two-teacher school.containing 30 pupils, the super-
visor found (a) a third grade made up in part of pupils repeatinyg
work; (b) a second grade similarly constituted ; (e) a fir§-t grade
containing' only repeaters, and (d) a beginners' dos. All pupils, in-
eluding those in the third grade, were poor readers; so graded
reading books were discarded, and all pupils were at first giveir
books of primer difficulty to read. The room was finally organized
into three reading group's, two grottps in spelling, two groups ill
English (at times only one), one in writing, pne in music, awl one
free period in industrial arts. The pupils were slipped %forward or
bickward the various groups as their individual needs fequired.

An interesting Indian project was worked out in this room, near
the close of the Ohool term. One group read the Hiawatha primer,
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, supiatvlsioN,

a second group found all the Indian stories contained in easy Teadf
ers and told them to pupils in tlie lowest group% iind,ihe best readersread stóries frpm "Around the Light-Wood Fire:" While pupils ofthe lowest group worked with the teacbei on the basal reading book,.

other
.-.

groupg were Imsy with occupational work connected with the
project. The girls in one corner of the room workèd on costume
for ant Indian play. One group ofboys constructed wigwams; ao.
other, im Indian movie. The language work centered around the-
movie, the dramatization of Hiawatha, and the reproduction of,stories read by the varipus groups. Opportunity for teaching arith-
metic to the lowest group was found in counting feathers, beads,.and the like; aijd i41 conneetion with many measure`ment problems
for the higher groups.

As a result of .work of this type social, self:reliant groups of

.t'

pupils were developed.' At the end of thiN yeas the members of NI
group were promoted to the .work 4f the neat higher group. .

(2) Granonar grade.In a -grammar grade in a twoateacher school--
where pupils were poorly grouped and the teacher complained tilat
they could .not re'ad basal texts, the supervisor Concentrated her
efforts la'rkely on improving the teaching of reading. She &reefed
the teacher to test pupils with the Thorndike-McCall reading test; to
divide them inlo three groups according to dieir reading ability; to
discard all reading books in use; and to use_easy supplementary read:
ers, obtainuble from the county superintendent's office.

The tests showed that each group was composed of pupils varying
widely in reading ability. They were organized in6i three homo-
geneous groups, and the smile easy book .was at first: used by all three
grOups so that pupils could be slipped back and forth among groups
as the teacher 'found 'advisable. By the end of the Wrist, week this

"book was taken away from the lowest .group and an easier one sub:-
stituted. Throughout the year this group read 'very simple books,
while the other groupg used slightly more' difficult reading material
of a continuous-kory type, in.cludipg geography and history readers
to supplement the textbboks in these subjects.

Among remedial suggestions which the supervisor gave the teacher
Were "the following:. (1) Help pupils to add ne-w words to their
vocabulary through'use of the context as well as through use of the
dictionary. See that each class learns at least three new -words
day. (2) Teach syllabication to give pupils power to 'attack new
words. Study prefixes, suffixes, and stems of woycls. Have a period
separate fran fouling recitation for this word study, and one inthe fourth grads for special wo'rk im phonies. (3) Usè phrase'ing for inoreasing seye, spin and lor decreasing lip moyement. (4)
Have 'much silent -reading done under time limitations.. (5) HO
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OURRICITCUM AbAPTATIONS 55
pipits read to find one important question answered in the paragraph
or.on the page. (6) lTse dramattzation.

Among improvements noticed on a visit 'to the school near theend of the school year were: A different attitude among pupils,
signifying enjoyment of their work; decrease in vocalization; eager-ness to improve their reading efficiency; more vital class work in anbranches; and keen interest in preparation .of a dramatization which
was priwidi excellent training in Engli%11 for two higher groups,
and was utilizing members of the lowest group for minor 'characters.Pupils in this school, Tvlien tested at the end of the year, shoryed
remarkable improvement. They have since, through consolidation,tpassedinto one of the larger schools of the county and tire keeping -mice with other pupils in the school.
-Summary.Better adjustment oUthe curriyulum to the short-term

rurar schools has had these among otlwr results: (1)-.Work in theseschools grew to be of a ltigliv type due to (a) establishing definitestandards of licomplishment and reisording progress ínade in reach-
; (b) combination of classes and provision for alternation ofwork by years; ()) 'use of standardized tests to discoter the levelattained at the end of succesive periods of time; (d) planning ofremedial measures to rais'e such levels.

(2) Increased efliçiency i)f the short-térm-se)Ools.stiníulated thelonger-term small schools to greatibr efforts. As a corisequénCe theconsolidated' schools, which are taking the place of the,smafr schools,find,thai pupiLs entering them from the latter are well. prepared todo the work expected of them.
(3) Increased interest in the need of a longer school year, whichirrOS8 from a growing realization on the part of patrons that pupilsunder the most fivorable circumstances could do only a portion of ayear's work in a short-terni school, has culminated in the elirninatiimkit all six-month schools in Durham County. The voters gave pro-vided, through' a special tak levy; fir at eight-month -school ih eachease in *hich consolidation has not solved the problem. At thepresent time all children of the eounty are in eight-month schools'.b
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IV. Equitable Distribution of thé Supervisor's Time

tluestion'naire Study of Allotment of Time of Stalc (mid County
Supervisors in Söûiheastern States

. ANNIE RprNoLD13--

A/W.94(W Speoial4st in Rural Edsicat4on

'This study of time distribution is based on reports reaceived in re-
sponse .to questionnaires from the United States B'ureau of Educa-
tion, sent out f9r the purpose of carrying out recomme4dations of the
committee appointed in acaRdance with 'resolutions adopted at the
Nashville, supeiviso7 conference.

The superVisors cooperating -were requested to account for the
way in which they distributed the time devoted to professional
duties among activities named. They were asked to keep a detailed
record of their time, counting six days to the week and four weeks
to the month,' and to fill in the questionnaire forms sent them, one-for each of the following eight months: April, May, June, July,
August, September, October, anU Ncivember.

One hundred reporrs were received from county supervisors, in
seven Stats--k.-Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, North Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Virginia, and West Vitginia. Nine of these reports were not
used because of incomplete information. The 18 which were 11110
out for the summer months are tabulated separately.

- Table 1, based on the remaining 73 reports, summarizes the per-
centags of time devoted to each of several duties by supervisors

4

.reporting.

TABLE 4.PcroOtko of time devoted to-different dutie4

Supervisory activity

Visiting schools
Traveling
Teochers meetings
Community activities
Office-and clerical work
Other work

56

Percentage distribution oft*

Highest
a

Lowest

- 75 3%
eo 1

o
25 0
85
ao 1

eft

Med

41



DISTRIBUTION OF SUPERVISOR 'S TIME 57
Summaries given in Table 2 are based on 18 reports for the summer

months, June, July, 'and August.

TABLE 2.Percogage of time devoted to--different dutie8 Os *lawn er.montha
a

t3upervi3ory activity.

Visithi schools.
Traveling
Teachers meetings
Community activities"
ogles and clerical work
Other work ,

- 1111.r.....^.

Percentage distribution o4 time

Highest

40
20
oo
3

100
100

Lowest

o
o
o
0

14
a

Median

tompaprison pf Tables 1. and 2 reveals considerable variation in3:
aistribution of the supervisors' time, as between the regular school
year and the summer month's. The dimintitiQA in the percentage of
time spent in community work, in school visitation, and in travelingduring June, July, and August may be readily understood. The
increase in the relative proportion of time given t,o office and clerical
work during the summer may indicate that careful preparation ismule during these months,. for the work of the next year bawd
on, a, careful study" of records of accomplishment for the year just
ended. If thus spent, time give', to office work may prove a source of
professional stimulation and provide' a basis for judging the past
year's work. On the other hand, if office work is of the routine type
which could easily be delegated to those lacking piofessional training,
it has little, if any, value for supervisors.

Assisting in teachers' meetings_occupies a greater percentage of
time in Table 2 than in Table 1, due doubtless to the survival of the
effstm of holding teachers' meeting; of several days' duration duringthe vacation months. This gracti.ce ,no longer has the general
sanction .of adminiaratife and supervisory officam conversant with
types of in-service prepturation of teachers yieldink.highest returns.
The large percentage of time,given to "other work " in the summer
is explainable by the fact that two items appearing most oftn inthe replies under this caption are " attendance at summer schools " ansi"tudy of professional books." Time thus spent by supervisori,if in definite preparation for their next year's work, should yieldlarge returns.

compaiison of the results of the study tabulatea 'in Table 1with those of two similar studies reported in United States Bureauof Education Bulletin, 1926, No. 12, is of inierest. The high correla-
tion between the percentage of time devoteeto each of several activi-
ties in the present study alidthe percentage devoted in

.

each case. to .

Ofikar activities reported in the bulletin would seem to indicate.
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a

considerable agreement among supervisors as, to how time sllould
apportioned.

Studies of this kind suggest tothe relptively few supervisors giving
high percentages of time during school monibs to " office and clerical
work " and to " other' work," the necessity of à more careful limita-i

..tion of their time to supervision of instruction as interpreted from i

thimodeid point of view. Such studies doubtle.ss have a standardiz-
ing effect, and leld supervisors to attempt to square individMal prac-
tice with that of the majority of their colleagues. Consenual stud-
ards are admiTtedly a gofer guide *to follow than are irlividual
standards. ,

-In this connection;however, it is well to recall a statement made
by Dr. S. A. Courtis in a recent magazine artich;. He refers to the
percentages in a- certain well-known study of time allotinent of
elementary principals, and suggests that, without a basis of judg-
ment, iercentages of time given to different activities denote neither
good nor bad praciice. Doctor. Courtis believes that a true basis of
judgment .must rest upon objective evidence derived from scientific
experimentation, and that while measurement is relatively easy, evalu-
ation is much more difficult.

If this be true; it is obvious that before one can judge whether or
not ,an inCrease of the relative am'ountJof time devoted to any one
suiervisory activity will increase the efficiency of supervision.,
will have to be carried on, having for their purpose evaluation
the different kinds of supervisory servicis.

Difficult and long delayed in accomplishment as it may necessarily.
be, an essential next step in supervision is to evaluate the different
supervisory activkiés iii terms of the contribution each activity ren-
&Ors to supervisory efiiciency. The sooner it is possible for super-
visory officers to provide for experimpntal trial of varying amounts
of time allotted to the different supervisory activities, the sooner
they can hope to modify customary time allotments with some assur-
ance that they are thus making supervision function to a greater
degree.
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